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Precision Stark spectroscopy of the fine structure of the
microwave transition 37 P – 37S in sodium Rydberg
atoms
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630090 Novosibirsk, Russia
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The results of experimental and theoretical investigations of the fine
structure of the spectrum of the microwave transition 37P– 37S in so-
dium Rydberg atoms in a weak electric field are reported. New data are
obtained on the experimental values of the scalar and tensor polariz-
abilities of the 37P level. A numerical simulation of the Stark diagram,
taking into account the influence of the anticrossings of the Rydberg
levels, is performed, and the results are found to be in good agreement
with experiment. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00124-8#

PACS numbers: 32.10.Fn, 32.80.Rm, 32.60.1i, 32.30.Bv

Accurate values of the atomic constants, which determine the magnitude and
acter of the Stark shifts and splitting of the levels in a weak electric field, are require
experiments on precision microwave spectroscopy of Rydberg atoms. The unavo
residual electric fields present in experimental setups cause broadening and shif
resonances, and they determine the limiting resolution in spectroscopic measure
This is especially important at high values of the principal quantum number, sinc
polarizabilities of Rydberg states grow asn7 with increasing level numbern. The large
increase in the measurement accuracy of quantum defects that has been achieve
last few years1,2 makes it possible to perform accurate calculations of the Stark diag
of Rydberg levels taking into account the effect of anticrossings and breakdown o
quadratic or linear approximations. For this reason, the experimental verification of
calculations is a topical problem for determining the range of applicability of the the

Our objective in the present work was to investigate experimentally and theo
cally the spectrum of the microwave transition 37P– 37S in sodium Rydberg atoms in a
weak static electric field and to perform accurate measurements of the scalar and
polarizabilities of the 37P level. Knowledge of the polarizabilities is required to ta
account of the effect of parasitic electric fields in subsequent experiments on pre
microwave spectroscopy of cold Rydberg atoms and in experiments with a Ryd
micromaser on the transition 37P– 37S. The NaS and P states possess large quantu
defects~1.347 and 0.854, respectively!, so that a quadratic Stark effect in weak fields
8970021-3640/98/68(12)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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characteristic for these levels. The frequency shifts of the levels are described b
formula

Dn52
1

2 H a01a2

3M22J~J21!

J~2J21! J E2, ~1!

wherea0 anda2 are the scalar and tensor polarizabilities,J andM are the total angular
momentum of a given state and its projection on the electric field vector, andE is the
electric field. We note thata050 for states withJ51/2, i.e., these levels do not split.

It turns out that as a result of the semiclassical nature of the motion of the
electron in Rydberg atoms, it is possible to calculate numerically the transition d
moments between Rydberg states3 and the Stark diagrams of the energy levels for a
value of the electric field. This can be done by diagonalizing the matrix of the intera
energy of an atom with the field.4 We performed such calculations for levels near t
transition 37P– 37S. As an example, Fig. 1a shows the computed Stark diagram of s
with uM u51/2. Similar diagrams were also constructed for states withuM u53/2. Accord-
ing to Fig. 1a, for the 37P level the transition from the quadratic to the linear Stark eff
occurs in a field of about 10 V/cm. The accuracy of the calculations is determined b
accuracy of the known values of the quantum defects, carefully measured in Ref. 1
polarizabilities, calculated according to Fig. 1a, in a 2.86 V/cm field are presente
Table I. The computed values were used to construct the qualitative scheme
transition 37P– 37S in a weak electric field~Fig. 1b!, making it possible to identify
individual components of the observed spectrum taking account of the fine structu
the P states. A characteristic feature of the results is that because of the effect of
crossings and the breakdown of the quadratic approximation the values ofa0 are differ-
ent for the states 37PJ51/2 and 37PJ53/2.

In the experiments a beam of sodium atoms with temperature 500 K was allow
effuse into a vacuum chamber. Excitation of the Rydberg states was accomplished
three-step scheme 3S– 3P– 4S– 37PJ51/2,3/2 under transverse illumination of the bea
by three synchronized pulsed tunable lasers with a high pulse repetition rate~up to 10

FIG. 1. a—Computed Stark diagram of Rydberg levels in Na atoms for states withuM u51/2; b—scheme of the
microwave transition 37P– 37S in an electric field.
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kHz!. The tuning range of the laser at the last step made it possible to excite selec
the RydbergP series of sodium with principal quantum numbers ranging from 11 to
the highest efficiency was reached forn535– 37. The characteristic frequencies of t
single- and multiphoton transitions from these states lie in the range 50–100 GHz.
the beam of sodium Rydberg atoms was directed into the region of interaction wit
resonant microwave radiation, generated by a backward wave tube and introduce
the open end of the waveguide into the space between two copper plates which pro
a static electric field. The linewidth of the generator was 1 MHz, and the comp
saturation intensity of the transition 37P– 37S did not exceed several pW/cm2. Transi-
tions between fixed Rydberg states in an electric field were induced by scannin
frequency of the generator. This altered the initial populations of the levels. They
monitored by selective field ionization in a pulsed electric field. The electrons prod
by ionization were detected with a vacuum channel multiplier, the signal from which
processed in a pulse counting mode in a CAMAC crate and a computer. To reduc
effect of thermal radiation, all elements of the detection system and the system
introducing the microwave radiation were cooled to liquid-nitrogen temperature. A
tailed description of the experimental apparatus is given in Ref. 5.

Figure 2 shows the experimental traces of the spectrum of the transition 37P– 37S in
fields up to 5 V/cm. In the absence of a field, the spectrum consists of the two co
nents 37S1/2– 37P1/2 and 37S1/2– 37P3/2, corresponding to the fine structure of th
37P(Dn5114 MHz) level. The width~5 MHz! of the peaks was determined by th
generator linewidth, transit-time and Doppler broadening~0.5 MHz!, and field-induced
broadening by the microwave field, whose contribution was dominant. It is difficu
give a quantitative description of the amplitudes of the peaks, since they depend
transition dipole moments, which can be easily calculated, and on the relative orient
of the vectors of the static electric field, the microwave radiation, and the laser rad
at the third step as well as on the fluctuations of the lasing spectrum of this laser,
excites simultaneously both components of the fine structure of the 37P level. In our
experiments the polarization vectors of the microwave and laser radiations were a
ented in the same direction and were perpendicular to the static electric field, s
predominantly transitions withDM561 were excited.

When a static electric field was applied, the resonances shifted and the comp
37S1/2– 37P3/2 split into the two components 37S1/2,uM u51/2– 37P1/2,uM u51/2 and 37S1/2,uM u

51/2– 37P1/2,uM u53/2, the ratio of whose amplitudes was in good agreement with
theory of angular momentum~1/3 for P–S transitions!. As the electric field increased
the amplitude of the first component decreased to zero. This is probably due to a c

TABLE I. Theoretical and experimental values of the scalar and tensor polarizabilities of the 37P level
~in MHz/~V/cm)2), measured at a static electric field of 2.86 V/cm.

Theory Experiment

State a0 a2 a0 a2

37S1/2 3.7 0 - -
37P1/2 2107.2 0 210765 0
37P3/2 2113.8 13.2 211365 13.360.4
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in the transition probabilities and mixing of the Rydberg states in an electric field. M
surement of the dependence of the shift of each component of the spectrum in
confirmed closeness to the quadratic regime in fields up to 3 V/cm. When the el
field was increased above 5 V/cm, an appreciable deviation~about 10%! from the qua-
dratic law appeared. The experimental values of the scalar and tensor polarizabili
the 37P level measured in a 2.86 V/cm field are presented in Table I. Comparing wit
calculations shows good agreement with experiment. The accuracy of the measure
was determined mainly by the spatial nonuniformity of the static electric field in
interaction region. It led to broadening of up to 15 MHz, observed in a 4.86 V/cm fi
of the resonances. The nonuniformity of the field can be approximately calculated
Eq. ~1! and is less than 30 mV/cm~0.6%!.

The results obtained confirm the high accuracy of the numerical calculations o
Stark diagrams of Rydberg levels performed by diagonalizing the matrix of the inte
tion of a Rydberg electron with a static electric field. New data on the polarizabilities
make it possible to refine the values of the critical fields for the double Stark reson
which we observed, on the two-photon transition 36P– 37P ~Ref. 5!. A further increase
in accuracy is planned in experiments with cold Rydberg atoms. Possible applicatio
the absolute calibration of a weak electric field in vacuum according to measureme
the Stark shifts of the microwave transition frequencies as well as the possibili
measuring small values of the spatial nonuniformities of electric fields according t
broadening of the resonances, which is an important problem for a variety of spe
scopic investigations.

This work was supported by grants from the Russian Fund for Fundam
Research~Nos. 96-02-19041 and 97-02-18551!.

FIG. 2. Experimental trace of the spectrum of the microwave transition 37P– 37S in sodium Rydberg atoms a
different values of the static electric field.
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Mechanism of rescattering of photoelectrons by the
parent ion in the optical tunneling regime

S. P. Goreslavski * and S. V. Popruzhenko
Moscow Engineering-Physics Institute, 115409 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 18 August 1998; resubmitted 26 November 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 12, 858–863~25 December 1998!

The interference structure of the angular distributions in the high-
energy part of the above-threshold ionization spectrum is calculated.
The components of the wave packet of the ionized electron that inter-
fere with one another during the interaction with the parent ion are
identified. It is shown that the angular distribution averaged over the
interference oscillations is determined mainly by the angular depen-
dence of the effective interaction time. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00224-2#

PACS numbers: 34.80.Kw, 34.80.Dp, 33.60.29

Investigations performed in the last few years have shown that in a linearly p
ized laser field the spectrum of photoelectrons detected in a definite direction cons
two parts with different properties. The initial section, which is explained by di
~produced by the laser alone! above-threshold ionization is followed by a plateau whi
arises in the course of the interaction~rescattering! of the electrons, injected into th
continuum and accelerated by the laser field, with the parent ion~see the reviews in Refs
1 and 2!. The two-component structure is most pronounced in the tunneling limit.3 Quan-
tum interference effects, recently observed experimentally,4 in the low-energy part of the
spectrum naturally prompt the analogous question for distributions on the platea
calculation with a zero-range model potential5 showed that in the tunneling limit in the
presence of an extended plateau, the alternation of dips and peaks that is typ
interference is observed in the spectrum along a fixed direction at all energies
low-energy picture is consistent with the concepts of a semiclassical analysis~by the
method of stationary phase! of the direct ionization amplitude4,6,7 as to the mechanism
giving rise to the interference structure and the parameters of that structure. A s
comparison was not made on the plateau because of the lack of semiclassical expr
for the amplitude for ionization with rescattering. Also, as far as we know, the inte
ence structure of the angular distributions on the plateau under conditions of the tu
ing regime has not been described in the literature, either.

We report below the main results of a semiclassical analysis of the ionization
plitude with rescattering that reveal the interference mechanism in the spectral-an
distributions of photoelectrons with energies in the region of a developed plateau, a
show that the angular distributions at such energies have the same distinct interf
structure as the energy spectra in Ref. 5.
9020021-3640/98/68(12)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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We solve the nonstationary Schro¨dinger equation for an atom in a laser field, a
suming that before the field is switched on, the atom is in a bound statec0(r ,t)
5c0(r )exp(iIt ) with ionization potential I . We seek the solution in the formC
5c0(r ,t)1x(r ,t), where the new unknown functionx(r ,t) satisfies an inhomogeneou
equation in which the source is proportional to the initial statec0(r ,t) and does not
depend on the atomic potential. It is convenient to change to the momentum repre
tion, setting

x~r ,t !5( p C~p,t !Cp~r ,t !,

where

Cp~r ,t !5expH ip–r2 i E
2`

t

dtep~t!J
is a nonrelativistic Volkov state. Here and below the following notation is employe\
5m52e51; p is the canonical momentum;ep(t)5(p1pF(t))2/2 is the kinetic energy
of an electron in a linearly polarized laser fieldF(t)5F$sinvt,0,0% with the vector
potentialpF(t)5pF$cosvt,0,0%, wherepF5F/v; and,Up5F2/4v2 is the ponderomo-
tive potential. In the inhomogeneous integrodifferential equation forC(p,t) the Fourier
transformV(q) of the atomic potential occurs only in the integrand. Treating the inte
term as a perturbation, we find a solution in the form of a series in powers of the a
potentialC(p,t)5C(0)(p,t)1C(1)(p,t)1 . . . .8 The solutionC(0)(p,t) is a time integral
of the source~the inhomogeneity!, and its maximum valueC(0)(p,`) is identical to the
ionization amplitude in the Keldysh–Faisal–Reiss~KFR! model.9 The contribution from
the first iteration is obtained in the form

iC ~1!~p,`!5E
2`

1`

dtCp* ~0,t !E d3kV~p2k!Ck~0,t !C~0!~k,t ! ~1!

and it has a simple interpretation — it is the scattering amplitude, calculated in first-
perturbation theory in the atomic potential, of the coherent packet, formed by ioniza
of the Volkov statesx (0)(r ,t)5(kC

(0)(k,t)Ck(r ,t) in the final Volkov stateCp(r ,t).
The properties of the packetx (0)(r ,t) are described in Ref. 8. If an individual Volko
wave is substituted as the initial state, expression~1! is identical to the induced
bremsstrahlung amplitude in the Born approximation.10

We shall confine our attention to the tunneling regime of ionizationg
5v(2I )1/2/F,1; v,I , F,Fa5(2I )3/2) and we shall calculate expression~1! using the
zeroth-order solution obtained in Ref. 8 under these conditions

C~0!~p,t !5
i

A2p
E

2`

t

dt0F3/2~ t0!d~ ėp~ t0!!expH iF~p,t0!2
Fa

3F~ t0! F11
3ep~ t0!

2I G J ,

~2!

where

F~p,t !5It 1E
2`

t

dtep~t!.
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The delta function in Eq.~2! shows that the transition into a state with momentump
occurs instantaneously at the timest0 such thatnx(t0)5px1pF cosvt050. The instanta-
neous character of the transition is an idealization of the fact that the tunneling tim
small fraction of one optical period. The velocitynx(t0) vanishes twice during eac
optical cycle, and the contributions of these two points interfere in the direct-ioniza
amplitude. We note that at the indicated times the laser field is directed in opp
directions.

Since we are interested in the amplitude~1! in the region of the plateau, wheree
5p2/2.(223)Up , we setV(p2k)'V(p), since the scattered packet contains prim
rily states with low energiesk2/2!(2 – 3)Up . Then, with the delta function taken int
account, the momentum integration in Eq.~1! can be performed analytically, and th
remaining integral over two times can be calculated by the stationary-phase me
since the phase of the integrand is proportional tozF54Up /v@1. Taking account of
only the real stationary points, the conditions of stationarity

~ws2w0!cosw02sinws1sinw050, ~3!

ep~ws!5ek~w0!~ws! ~4!

are identical to the well-studied equations of the classical rescattering model.11 In Eq. ~4!,
k(w0)52pF$cosw0,0,0%.

The two equations~3! and ~4! implicitly couple four quantities: the energy of th
detected electrone5p2/2, the angle of emergence measured from the polarization d
tion u, and the real variablesw05vt0 andws5vts , which are the moments of ionizatio
and scattering, respectively.

Sincee(w0 ,u)5e(w012p,u) ande(w0 ,u)5e(w01p,p2u), which follow from
Eqs.~3! and ~4!, it is sufficient to consider the functione5e(w0 ,u) in one half period.
We choose the interval 0,w0,p, where the field is maximum at the timew05p/2. For
any w0 in the intervalp/2,w0,p, Eq. ~3! possesses a discrete sequence of rootsws

5ws(w0), which, generally speaking, correspond to several successive returns o
ionized electron to the parent atom. Since the contribution of the later returns t
amplitude ~1! decreases rapidly because of the spreading of the wave packet o
photoelectron, in what follows we shall mean only the first return. Returns are impos
for 0,w0,p/2. Thus, the functione5e(w0 ,u) is defined only in the second quarter
the half period under consideration, where, as one can see from Fig. 1, it has an is
maximum. The magnitude 10Up of this maximum foru50 is the known upper limit of
the rescattered electron spectrum in the classical model. From the existence of a
mum of the functione5e(w0 ,u) it follows immediately that the inverse functionw0

5w0(e,u) required to obtain the ionization amplitude~1! is double-valued. In other
words, two stationary points (w01 andw02 in Fig. 1!, corresponding to ionization in the
directionu with energye, are present in one quarter of the period. The contribution
these stationary points interfere in the transition amplitude~1!. We note that the interfer-
ing waves are injected into the continuum and interact with the ion at different~but quite
close! times.

The ionization rate is proportional touC(0)(p,`)1C(1)(p,`)u2, but since on the
plateauuC(1)u@uC(0)u, it is sufficient to retain onlyC(1). Then, in the presence of tw
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stationary points, the spectral-angular distributionwresc(e,u)[dWresc/d
3p of the rescat-

tered photoelectrons has the form

wresc~e,u!5w11w212Aw1w2 cosS12, ~5!

where the contribution of an individual stationary point~the index is dropped! is

w5
v2V2~p!

~2p!4F~w0!~ws2w0!3
t resc

2 ~e,u!expH 2
2Fa

3F~w0!J ~6!

and the phase difference between the stationary points is

vS12~p!5I ~w022w01!1E
ws1

ws2
dwep~w!2E

w02

ws2
dwek~w02!~w!1E

w01

ws1
dwek~w01!~w!.

~7!

The exponential factor in Eq.~6! was also obtained in Ref. 12.

In Eq. ~6! the factors corresponding to the concepts which are used in the clas
rescattering model can be identified in an obvious way: the probability of direct ion
tion ~proportional to the tunneling exponential!; the elastic scattering cross section of t
atomic potential~in the Born approximation}V2(p)); and, finally, the factor (ws

2w0)23 describing the spreading of the wave packet of an ionized electron over the
from the moment of ionization up to the first return to the atom. However, besides
factors, the probability~6! also contains the factor

t resc
2 5zF

21usinws~A2e/Up cosu1cosw0!u21. ~8!

The interaction timet resc is essentially determined by s quantum parameter~in ordinary
unitszF54Up /\v) and is the size of the effective region of integration near the stat
ary point, i.e., the time interval during which the energies are resonantly close to
another as prescribed by the relation~4!.

FIG. 1. Energye5e(w0 ,u) of an ionized electron as a function of the moment of ionizationw05vt0 ,
calculated from Eqs.~3! and~4!. Curves1, 2, and3 correspond to the directions of emergenceu50°, 30°, and
50°. The contributions of the stationary pointsw01 and w02 interfere in amplitude for ionization with energ
e56Up at the angleu530°.
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The angular distribution, calculated from the relations~5!–~8!, of electrons with
energye58Up is displayed in Fig. 2~curve2!. If complex stationary points are ignored
then this distribution, just as in the classical model~curve3, Fig. 2!, is cut off abruptly for
u.umax(e). Comparing with the continuous curve1, obtained using the same formula
but without the last term in Eq.~5!, in Fig. 2 shows that the deep dips are due
interference.

The stationary points in the calculations performed were treated as isolated.
assumption breaks down at all angles in the range 0,u,umax(e) ase→10Up , and for
anglesu→umax(e) it breaks down at intermediate energies. In consequence,t resc calcu-
lated directly from Eq.~8! increases without bound asu→umax(e). To construct the
curves1 and 2 in Fig. 2, the distribution near the limiting angle was calculated b
modified stationary-phase method, retaining the third derivative in the expansion o
phase.

The distribution changes as the energy decreases to low values: The limiting
increases and the number of interference bumps increases. The phase difference~7! has
the formS125zFD12(e/Up ,u), wherezF@1, andD12(e/Up ,u) is a continuous function
of the order of 1. Specifically, ase varies from 4Up to 10Up , D12(e/Up,0) decreases to
0 approximately linearly from a value close to 1. The phase difference as a functi
angle changes from zero asu→umax to the maximum valueS12(e/Up,0) atu50. For this
reason, the number of interference bumps in the angular distribution at fixed energ
be zF(e,u50)/p. As was reported at one of the latest conferences, an interfer
structure in the angular distributions also arises in calculations with the Coulo
Volkov states.13

In experiments the interference pattern is smoothed out by the space–time no
formity of the laser field. For this reason, it is helpful to discuss the distribution aver
over the interference oscillations,w̄5w11w2 . This is the distribution~Fig. 2, curve1!
that should be compared with the classical model, which in principle does not des

FIG. 2. Angular distributions of photoelectrons with energye58Up , calculated from Eqs.~5!–~8!. The field is
polarized in the vertical direction. Curves:1 — neglecting and2 — taking account of the interference term i
~5!; 3 — result of the classical model.11 The distributions are normalized to the maximum value; the abso
dimensions of the curve2 are half of those of curve1. The parameters correspond to ionization of X
(I 512.1 eV) by TiSa laser radiation (\v51.58 eV) with intensity 2.1531014 W/cm2 (g50.77, zF525
andF/Fa50.085).
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interference~Fig. 2, curve3!. It is obvious that instead of a deep dip atu50, as predicted
by the classical model, the averaged distribution calculated from Eq.~6! is smooth and
has a flat minimum in the direction of polarization. The measurements of the an
distributions on a developed plateau2 attest to a uniform distribution. Analysis shows th
the form ofw̄ in the interval 0,u,umax(e) is determined mainly by the angular depe
dence of the collision timet resc ~8!. The Fourier transform of the atomic potential in E
~6! depends only on the electron energy and has no effect on the form of the an
distributions.

The optimal conditions for observing experimentally the interference structur
angular distributions are satisfied at electron energies near the top limit of the pla
where interference dips already exist but remain small in number. In order for the d
of modulation of the distributions to be high, the interfering amplitudes should not d
much. In the same laser fieldF the tunneling exponentials at the timesw01 andw02 will
be closer to one another for atoms with a weaker atomic fieldFa5(2I )3/2, i.e., with a
lower ionization potential. A picture similar to curve2 in Fig. 2 can be expected unde
the experimental conditions of Ref. 14, but at a radiation intensity 1.5–2 times h
than in the published data.

In conclusion, we note that the semiclassical quantum model formulated abov
the formation of the high-energy part of the above-threshold ionization spectrum re
the simplicity and physical transparency of the classical picture, and it remains
convenient for analyzing experiments on photoionization by high-intensity laser r
tion.

We thank W. Becker, N. B. Delone, V. P. Kra�nov, and M. V. Fedorov for stimu-
lating discussions. This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundament
search~Projects 96-02-18299 and 97–02-16973!.
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New ferromagnetic compound CaCo 2 „C15… synthesized
at high pressure
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The compound CaCo2 with the C15 cubic Laves phase structure and an
estimated density of 5.21 g/cm3 has been synthesized at 8.0 GPa pres-
sure. Magnetization measurements showed that the compound CaCo2 is
a ferromagnet with Curie temperature 528 K and magnetic moment per
Co atom 1.75mB at T54.2 K. LMTO calculations of the electronic
band structure showed that CaCo2 forms as a result of ans–d elec-
tronic transition of Ca and in the ground state it is a ferromagnet with
a high magnetic moment per Co atom. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00324-7#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Cc, 75.60.Ej

Interest in the high-pressure synthesis of a new class of alloys and interme
compounds, which are not formed at normal pressure, of alkali metals withd transition
metals has increased sharply in the last three years.1–3 Interest is being shown especial
in the high-pressure formation of new magnetic compounds and alloys in the sy
K–Ni.4 It is expected that these investigations will explain the low density of the ea
core, which consists mainly of iron-group metals.5,6 Potassium is one of the light ele
ments that could be present in the earth’s core, since it is generally agreed th
constant internal heat source of the earth is radioactive decay of U, Th, and40K. How-
ever, it should be noted that40K can be formed in large quantities only as a result of
known nuclear reaction of calcium (40Ca) with neutrons after spontaneous fission
U (40Ca$n,p%40K). For this reason, we believe that to explain the low density of
earth’s core it is no less important and promising to study the formation of alloys
compounds of calcium with 3d transition metals

Indeed, alkaline-earth metals~Ca, Sr, Ba!, like the alkali metals~K, Rb, Cs!, un-
dergo ans–d electronic transition under high pressure, as a result of which they ca
treated as analogs of the correspondingd-transition metals.7–11 As a result, the formation
9080021-3640/98/68(12)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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of their compounds with 3d transition metals becomes possible. At the same time,
cording to its chemical activity Ca is the analog of the anomalous divalent rare-
metal ytterbium ~Yb!, whose electronic configuration also changes at 4 GPa f
4 f 146s2 to 4f 135d16s2 ~Ref. 12!, and, as a result, new compounds with Fe and Mn
formed at high pressure.13–15

For this reason, to study the formation of new compounds and alloys of cal
with 3d transition metals at high pressure we employed a method which we deve
for synthesizing compounds and alloys of ytterbium with 3d transition metals.16,17 We
also investigated some magnetic properties of the compound CaCo2 , which we synthe-
sized, and we performed the first microscopic calculations of the electronic structu

Experimental procedure and results.The synthesis experiments were perform
in a chamber of the ‘‘Toroid’’ type18 at 8.0 GPa. Heating up to the melting temperatu
was accomplished by passing a current through a sample placed inside a tube ma
single crystal of potassium chloride. The details of the synthesis are described in R
Cylindrical samples with a mass of 0.4 g were prepared by compressing a mixture
powders of the initial components in a medium consisting of spectroscopically
argon. Electrolytic calcium powder~99.95! was prepared from an ingot in a medium
spectroscopically pure argon using a hard-alloy tool. The manganese, iron, coba
nickel powders were 99.9% pure. The compounds were synthesized for the compo
CaT2 , where T5 Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni, since the formation of compounds at this co
position is most likely.19 The structure and phase composition of the samples obta
were investigated by x-ray diffraction, by obtaining Debye powder patterns~RKU-114
camera!, and by obtaining diffraction patterns~DRON-2 diffractometer!.

The x-ray investigations of Ca–Mn and Ca–Fe samples showed that the form
of compounds with the composition CaT2 is not observed in these systems at pressu
up to 8.0 GPa. The formation of the compounds CaCo2 and CaNi2 was observed in the
systems Ca–Co and Ca–Ni. These compounds crystallize in a C15 cubic Laves
structure~MgCu2 type! with the space group Oh

7–Fd3m, Z58. The unit cell paramete
of CaCo2 is a57.41260.005 Å, and the density calculated from the x-ray data isr
55.21 g/cm3. The formation of the compound CaCo2 was not observed at synthes
pressure 6.0 GPa. The compound CaNi2 possesses a unit cell parametera57.246
60.007 Å. This value is the same as the cell parameter of the compound CaNi2 synthe-
sized at normal pressure.20

Measurements of the magnetization of polycrystalline samples of the comp
CaCo2 synthesized at 8.0 GPa were performed at normal pressure with a SQ
magnetometer21 in the temperature range 4.2–300 K and in external magnetic fields u
0.9 T. The magnetic ordering temperature was determined by an induction meth22

Measurements above room temperature were performed in polysiloxane liquid~PÉS-5!.

Figure 1 shows the magnetization in an external field at temperature 4.2 K. Fig
shows the temperature dependence of the magnetization of the sample in an extern
0.01 T, and the inset shows the temperature dependence of the susceptibility.

The measurements of the magnetic property showed that the compound CaC2 is a
ferromagnet with Curie temperature 528 K. The magnetic momentT54.2 K in a 0.9 T
external magnetic field ism53.5mB /f.u. If it is assumed that a magnetic moment is n
induced on the Ca ion, then the magnetic moment per Co ion is 1.75mB . Thus the
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observed magnetic moment per Co ion in the compound CaCo2 is slightly greater than
the magnetic moment in metallic Co, where it equals 1.715mB .23

Calculations of the electronic band structure and discussion of the results.It is
well known24 that the collectivized-electron model is now universally accepted ford
magnets, and it is widely used to describe the magnetic properties of the ground s
3d metals, alloys, and intermetallides. A specific manifestation of the itinerant natu
the magnetism is the metamagnetism of collectivized electrons,25 where in a magnetic
field ~external or effective! the paramagnetic system of itinerant electrons transfo
abruptly into the ferromagnetic state. The well-studied compounds RCo2 ~R denotes a

FIG. 1. Magnetization of CaCo2 in an external field atT54.2 K.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetization of CaCo2 in a 0.01 T external field. The inset shows th
temperature dependence of the susceptibility above room temperature.
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trivalent rare-earth element!, which, like the new compound CaCo2 , crystallize in the
cubic Laves phase structure, also possess this property. Thus for the metamagnet
pounds LuCo2 and YCo2 , where R is a nonmagnetic element, the paramagnetic s
~PM! is stable and the 3d moment is zero.24 In this connection, it is important to perform
first-principles calculations of the electronic structure for the compound CaCo2 with a
stable ferromagnetic state in order to understand the nature of its magnetism.

The calculations were performed on the basis of the density functional theory26 by a
variational method using linearized MT orbitals~LMTO!.27 We used a generalization o
the LMTO method28 that does not contain the restrictive assumption of a spheric
symmetric crystal potential. The exchange–correlation potential was treated in the
spin density approximation.29 The electronic density of states~EDS! N(E) was deter-
mined by the method of tetrahedra on a set of about 150k points. The calculations were
performed for the paramagnetic~PM! and ferromagnetic~FM! states of CaCo2 with the
experimental lattice parametera57.412 Å. For comparison, calculations were also p
formed for pure Ca and Co.

Comparing the computed total energyEtot for the PM and FM states of CaCo2

showed that for the experimental value of the lattice parameterEtot for the FM state is
0.03 Ry/f.u. lower than the total energy for the PM state. The high peak in the EDS a
Fermi level in the PM stateN(EF)5201.0 states/(Ry•f.u.) in the spin-polarized calcu
lation splits, andN(EF) decreases to 62.6 states/(Ry•f.u.) in the FM state~Fig. 3!. We
estimated the Stoner criterionk of ferromagnetism for CaCO2. In the PM state the
d-electron density at the cobalt atom isNd

Co(EF)597.6 states/(Ry•atom) is two orders of
magnitude greater than all other partial EDSs. Therefore it can be assumedk
52Jdd@Nd

Co(EF)#2/N(EF), whereJdd is the exchange integral for thed orbital of Co.30

The value obtainedk55.2 is much greater than 1, which likewise attests to the stab
of CaCo2 in the FM state.

The computed values of the electron densityrAS at the surface of the atomic sphe
~which in simple substances is identical to the Wigner–Seitz sphere!, the partial numbers
of electrons per formula unit, and the magnetic momentsm are given in Table I. It is
evident from Table I that in the compound CaCo2rAS for Ca and Co are comparable, i.e
in the compound the Ca atoms undergo strong compression and the Co atom
stretched. In the compound the distance between the Ca atoms isdCa–Ca53.21 Å. Ex-
actly the same distance between atoms is observed in pure Ca at pressure 5.0 GP31 i.e.,
a 5.0 GPa pressure can be treated as the minimum pressure at which the com
CaCo2 can form. Indeed, experiments have shown that CaCo2 does not form below 6.0
GPa.

TABLE I. Computed characteristics for Ca and Co atoms in the compound CaCo2 compared with the
values for pure Ca and Co.

Object rAS, r B
23 Zs Zp Zd Z m, mB /at.

fcc Ca 0.007 0.82 0.65 0.53 2.0 0
FM hcp Co 0.040 0.65 0.76 7.59 9.0 1.60
Ca in CaCo2 0.017 0.54 0.59 0.83 1.96 20.30
Co in CaCo2 0.026 0.76 0.62 7.64 9.02 1.52
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Calculations of the partial charges showed that the filling of the 3d band in the
compound CaCo2 by electrons is considerably different from pure Ca. This led to
change in the electronic configuration~EC! in Ca from 4(sp)1.53d0.5 to 4(sp)1.23d0.8. It
was shown in a LMTO calculation7 that, as a result of thes–d electronic transition,
analogous changes of the EC in pure Ca first occur at 7 GPa.

Our computed density of statesN(E) in CaCo2 in the paramagnetic state~Fig. 3! has
the typical form for compounds with C15 structure and ad transition element as the
second component. It is well known that the rigid-band approximation works wel
such compounds.32 For example, the EDS differs little from that in the pseudobin
compounds Y~Fe12xCox)2 investigated theoretically in Ref. 33. The form of the ED
shows that, on the basis of properties, CaCo2 is closer to YFe2 than YCo2 . More
accurately, it is closer to compound YFeCo, whose isovalent analog it is~both possess
twelve s and twenty-eightd valence electrons in the unit cell!.

FIG. 3. Computed electron density of statesN(E) of paramagnetic~a! and ferromagnetic~b! CaCo2 . The
vertical line shows the position of the Fermi level.
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It follows from the data in Table I that in the compound CaCo2 the number ofd
electrons per Co atom is essentially no greater than in pure cobalt. As a resu
calculation gives a moment per Co atom in CaCo2 that is close to the moment for pur
Co, in qualitative agreement with the experimental value. Ferrimagnetic orderin
sublattices with a small induced negative moment on Ca was obtained in the calcu
We note that in YFeCo the average moment per 3d atom is 1.62mB , and the moment pe
yttrium atom is20.42mB .33

The observed Curie temperature in CaCo2 , TC5528 K, is close to the Curie tem
perature in YFe2 , which is 542 K.32 This shows that the exchange interaction ion the
sublattice is comparable to the exchange interaction in the Fe sublattice in YFe2 .

In YCo2 there are twelves and thirtyd valence electrons per unit cell. As a resu
in accordance with the rigid-band model, the Stoner criterion is not met and the gr
state should be paramagnetic. This is confirmed by calculations of the elec
structure.33,34 The calculations in Ref. 34 show that YCo2 in an external magnetic field
should transform into a ferrimagnetic state with magnetic momentsmCo51.02mB and
mY520.28mB . This transition was later observed in an external magnetic field of
order of 100 T.35

The results presented suggest that for compounds of 3d transition metals with non-
magnetic metals with a cubic Laves phase structure~of the type YCo2 , LaCo2 , LuCo2 ,
YNi2 , and so on!, for which good agreement is observed with the rigid-band appr
mation, there exists a critical densitync of s–d valence electrons. If the total number o
s–d valence electrons per cell is<40, then the ferromagnetic~ferrimagnetic! state is
stable; however, ifn>42, then an exchange-enhanced paramagnetic state~metamagnet!
is observed.

In summary, we have observed that above 6.0 GPa a new compound CaCo2 with
MgCu2 ~C15! structure forms as a result of a pressure-induced electronics–d transition.
Additional filling of the d band of Co essentially does not occur in this compound,
this results in the appearance of a stable ferromagnetic state in which a high-spin
netic state of the Co ion is realized. The magnetic exchange interaction in the ferro
netic CaCo2 is comparable to the exchange interaction of the Fe sublattice in ferrom
netic C15 Laves phases obtained at normal pressure. It is entirely possible that at
pressures both the compound CaFe2 and a variety of pseudobinary compoun
Ca~Fe12xCox)2 with a high Curie temperature, where high-spin states of the Co an
ions will be realized, can form at higher pressures.

We thank S. Yu. Savrasov for providing a software package for electronic stru
calculations and E. G. Maksimov for a helpful discussion of the computational res
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It is found that various kinds of shell structure which occur at specific
values of the magnetic field lead to the disappearance of the orbital
magnetization for particular magic numbers in small quantum dots with
electron numberA,30. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00424-1#

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 73.61.2r

The development of semiconductor technology has made possible the confin
of a finite number of electrons in a localized space of a few hundred angstroms.1 These
mesoscopic systems called quantum dots open up new avenues in the study of th
play between quantum and classical behavior at a low-dimensional scale. The sma
quantum dot, the larger the prevalence of quantum effects upon the static and dy
properties of the system. Their electronic properties are determined by the interplay
external confinement and the electron–electron interaction, which produces the eff
mean field of the ‘‘artificial atom.’’2,3

The quasiparticle concept associated with an effective mean field is well estab
in many-particle physics. For finite Fermi systems like nuclei or metallic clusters
bunching of single-particle levels known as shells4,5 is one consequence of this descri
tion, if the mean free path of the particles is comparable with the size of the syste
remarkable stability is found in nuclei and metallic clusters at magic numbers, w
correspond to closed shells in the effective potential. For small quantum dots, whe
number of electrons is well defined (A,30), the mean free path of the electrons appe
to be comparable with the diameter of the dot. Transport phenomena are governed
physics of the Coulomb blockade regime.3 In recent experiments6–8 shell structure effects
have been observed clearly for quantum dots. In particular, the energy needed to pla
extra electron~addition energy! into a vertical quantum dot at zero magnetic field h
characteristic maxima which correspond to the sequence of magic numbers of a
dimensional harmonic oscillator.7 The energy gap between filled shells is\v0 , where
\v0 is the lateral confinement energy. In fact, for the case when the confining ene
9150021-3640/98/68(12)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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comparable to or larger than the interaction energy, these atomic-like features hav
predicted in a number of publications.9–12 While the electron–electron interaction
important for the explanation of certain ground-state properties such as special val
the angular momenta of quantum dots in a magnetic field,2 for small number of electrons
the confinement energy becomes prevalent over the Coulomb energy.9,12,13 In Ref. 14 it
was demonstrated that the magnetoexciton spectrum in small quantum dots res
well the spectrum of noninteracting electron–hole pairs. In particular, the gaps i
spectrum, which are typical features of the shell structure, reappear at different val
the magnetic field. Recent calculations using the spin-density-functional appro15

nicely confirm shell closure for small magic electron numbers in a parabolic quantum

Orbital magnetism of an ensemble of quantum dots was discussed for noninter
electrons in Refs. 16–18, but little attention was paid to the shell structure of an
vidual dot. We demonstrate within a simple model that the disappearance and rea
ance of closed shells in a quantum dot under variation of the magnetic field strength
to a novel feature: the orbital magnetization disappears for particular values of the
netic field strength, which are associated to particular magic numbers.

Since the electron interaction is crucial only for partially filled electronic shells,15,19

we deal in this paper mainly with closed shells. This case corresponds to the qu
limit \v0>e2/« l 0 , wheree2/« l 0 is the typical Coulomb energy (l 05(\/m* v0)1/2, m*
is the effective electron mass, and« is the dielectric constant!. In fact, for small dots,
where large gaps between closed shells occur,9,12,14the electron interaction plays the ro
of a weak perturbation which can be neglected. But even in the regime\v0,e2/« l 0 a
distinctively larger addition energy is needed, if an electron is added to a closed s15

We choose the harmonic oscillator potential as the effective mean field for the elec
in an isolated quantum dot. Our discussion here is based upon the 2D version
Hamiltonian20 including the spin degree of freedom. The magnetic field is perpendic
to the plane of motion, i.e.,H5( j 51

A hj with

h5
1

2m* S p2
e

c
AD 2

1
m*

2
~vx

2x21vy
2y2!1m* szB, ~1!

whereA5(r3B)/2,B5(0,0,B), andsz is the Pauli matrix. We do not take into accou
the effect of finite temperature; this is appropriate for experiments which are perform
temperatureskT!D, whereD is the mean level spacing. The units used are meV for
energy and tesla for the magnetic field strength. The effective mass ism* 50.067me for
GaAs, which yields, forA'15, the sizeR0'320 Å and\v053 meV.20 The effective
mass determines the orbital magnetic moment for the electrons and leads tomB

eff

5me /m* mB'15mB . The effective spin magnetic moment ism* 5gLmB , with the ef-
fective Lande´ factor gL50.44 andmB5ueu\/2mec. The magnetic orbital effect is muc
enhanced in comparison with the magnetic spin effect, yet the tiny spin splitting
produce signatures as we see below.

Shell structure occurs whenever the ratio of the two eigenmodesV6 of the Hamil-
tonian ~1! ~see Ref. 20!,

V6
2 5

1

2
~vx

21vy
214vL

26A~vx
22vy

2!218vL
2~vx

21vy
2!116vL

4!, ~2!
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is a rational number with a small numerator and denominator. HerevL5ueuB/(2m* c).
Closed shells are particularly pronounced if the ratio is equal to one~for B50) or two
~for B'1.23) or three~for B'2.01) and less pronounced if the ratio is 3/2~for B
50.72) or 5/2~for B51.65) for the circular casevx5vy ~see Fig. 1a!. Note that, for
better illustration, we used for the spin splitting the value 2mB instead of the correctm*
in all figures; the discussions and conclusions are based on the correct value. The
given here forB depend onm* and vx,y . As a consequence, a material with an ev
smaller effective massm* would show these effects at a correspondingly smaller m
netic field. ForB50 the magic numbers~including spin! turn out to be the usual se
quence of the two-dimensional isotropic oscillator, that is 2, 6, 12, 20, . . . ~Ref. 7!. For
B'1.23 we find new shells as if the confining potential were be a deformed harm
oscillator without a magnetic field. The magic numbers are 2, 4, 8, 12, 18, 24,. . . ,
which are just the numbers obtained from the two-dimensional oscillator withv.

52v, (v. andv, denote the larger and smaller value of the two frequencies!. Simi-
larly, for B'2.01 we get the sequence of magic numbers 2, 4, 6, 10, 14, 18, 24,. . . ,
which corresponds tov.53v, . If we start from the outset with a deformed mean fie
vx5(12b)vy with b.0, the degeneracies~closed shells! lifted at B50 reoccur at
higher values ofB ~see Fig. 2 and the discussion relating to it!. In Fig. 1b we display an
example forb50.2. The significance of this finding lies in the fact that closed shells
restored by a magnetic field in an isolated quantum dot which does not have m
numbers due to deformation at zero field. We mention that the choiceb50.5 would shift
the pattern found atB'1.23 in Fig. 1a to the valueB50. The relation betweenB and the
deformation is displayed in Fig. 2, where, for better illustration,B85vL /vx rather than
B is plotted versusr 5vx /vy . Closed shells are obtained for values ofB andb which
yield V1 /V25k51,2,3, . . . , that is, for values on the trajectories of Fig. 2.

Note also the asymmetry of the curves in Fig. 2: althoughvx /vy5r is physically
identical withvx /vy51/r in zero magnetic field, the two deformations become disti
in the presence of a magnetic field, as it establishes a direction perpendicular to thx–y
plane.

In Ref. 20 we obtained various shapes of the quantum dot by energy minimiza
In this context it is worth noting that at the particular values of the magnetic field
which a closed shell occurs, the energy minimum will be obtained for circular dots i
particle number is chosen equal to a magic number. Deviations from magic num

FIG. 1. Single-particle spectra as a function of the magnetic field strength. Spectra are displayed for~a! a plane
isotropic and~b! a deformed two-dimensional oscillator.
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usually give rise to deformed shapes at the energy minimum. To what extent
‘‘spontaneous’’ deformations~the Jahn–Teller effect!21! actually occur must be asce
tained from more-detailed experimental information. Far-infrared spectroscopy in a
isolated quantum dot could be a useful tool to provide pertinent data.20

The question arises as to what extent our findings depend upon the particular c
of the mean field. The Coulomb interaction lowers the electron levels for increa
magnetic quantum numberumu ~Refs. 2, 13!. The addition of the term2l\vL2 to the
Hamiltonian ~1!, whereL is the dimensionlessz component of the angular momentu
operator, mimics this effect forl.0 in the Coulomb blockade regime of deforme
quantum dots.22 In this way, it interpolates the single-particle spectrum between tha
the oscillator and that of the square well.4 For vxÞvy and lÞ0 the HamiltonianH8
5H2l\vL2 is nonintegrable,23 and the level crossings encountered in Fig. 1 beco
avoided level crossings. The shell structure, which prevails forl50 throughout the
spectrum atB'1.23 or B'2.01, is therefore disturbed to an increasing extent w
increasing shell number. But even forl<0.1 the structure is still clearly discernible fo
about seven shells, that is, for particle numbers up to about twenty five.

When the magnetic field is changed continuously for a quantum dot of fixed ele
number, the ground state will undergo a rearrangement at the values ofB where level
crossings occur.2,13 In fact, it leads to strong variations in the magnetization2 and should
be observable also in the magnetic susceptibility, as it is proportional to the se
derivative of the total energy with respect to the field strength. While details ma
modified by electron correlations, we think that the general features discussed
should be preserved.

In Fig. 3 we discern clearly distinct patterns depending on the electron numb
fact, the susceptibility turns out to be a ‘‘fingerprint’’ for the electron number. Deform
the oscillator does not produce new features except for the fact that all lines in Fig.
be shifted in accordance with Fig. 2. If there is no level crossing, the second derivat
Etot is a smooth function. The crossing of two occupied levels does not chang
smoothness. In contrast, if an unoccupied level crosses the last occupied level, the

FIG. 2. Relative magnetic field strengthB85vL /vx as a function of the ratior 5vx /vy512b for fixed
values of the ratiok5V1 /V2 .
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derivative ofEtot must show a spike. In this way, we understand the even–odd e
when comparingA58 with A59 in Fig. 3. The spin splitting caused by the magne
field at B'2.01 for A58 is absent forA59. This becomes evident when looking at
blowup of this particular level crossing, which is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the
occupied level is indicated as a thick line and the points where a spike occur
indicated by a dot. Note that the splitting is proportional to the effective spin mag
momentm* .

Spikes of the susceptibility are associated with a spin flip for even electron num
They are brought about by the crossing of the top~bottom! line with the bottom~top! line
of a double line. Hence, both lines of the double splitting in Fig. 3 yield a spin flipA
58), but neither of the single lines does (A59). Strictly speaking, the spikes ared
functions with a factor which is determined by the angle at which the two relevant
cross. If the level crossings are replaced by avoided crossings~Landau–Zener crossings!,
the lines will be broadened. This would be the case in the present model forl.0 and
b.0. Finite temperature will also result in line broadening.

We now focus on the special cases which give rise to closed shells, that is whe
ratio V1 /V25k51,2,3, . . . . For thesake of clarity we analyze in detail the circula

FIG. 3. Magnetic susceptibilityx52]2Etot /]B2 in arbitrary units as a function of the magnetic field streng
for the isotropic oscillator without theL2 term. Etot is the sum of the single-particle energies filled from t
bottom up to electron numberA.

FIG. 4. Blowups of the relevant level crossings explaining the features in Fig. 3. The left- and right-hand
are forA58 andA59, respectively.
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shape (vx5vy5v0) for which the eigenmodes~Eq. ~2!! becomeV65(V6vL) with
V5Av0

21vL
2 ~Ref. 24!. We find for the magnetization

M5mB
effS 12

vL

V D S ( 22k( 1 D2m* ^Sz& , ~3!

with (65( j
A(n611/2)j ~Ref. 20!. For a completely filled shell̂Sz&50, since, for the

magnetic field strengths considered here, the spin orientations cancel each oth~see
Fig. 1!. From the orbital motion we obtain for the susceptibility

x5dM/dB52
mB

eff2

\V S v0

V D 2S ( 11( 2 D . ~4!

It follows from Eq. ~4! that for a completely filled shell, the magnetization owing to t
orbital motion leads to diamagnetic behavior. For zero magnetic field (k51) the system
is paramagnetic, and the magnetization vanishes ((25(1). The valuek52 is attained
at B'1.23. When calculating(2 and (1 we have to distinguish between the cas
where the shell numberN of the last filled shell is even or odd. With all shells filled fro
the bottom we find~i! if the last filled shell number is even:

( 15
1

12
~N12!@~N12!212#, ( 25

1

6
~N11!~N12!~N13!,

which implies

M52mB
eff~12vL /V!~N12!/2;

and ~ii ! if the last filled shell number is odd:

( 15
1

2 ( 25
1

12
~N11!~N12!~N13!

which, in turn, impliesM50. Therefore, ifV1 /V252, the orbital magnetization van
ishes for the magic numbers 4, 12, 24,. . . , while it leads to diamagnetism for the mag
numbers 2, 8, 18, . . . . A similar picture is obtained forV1 /V253 which happens a
B'2.01: for each third filled shell number~magic numbers 6,18, . . . ) themagnetization
is zero. Since the results presented are due to shell effects, they do not depend
assumptionvx /vy51 which was made to facilitate the discussion. The crucial poin
the relationV1 /V25k51,2,3, . . . , which can be obtained for a variety of combin
tions of magnetic field strength and the ratiovx /vy , as is illustrated in Fig. 2. Wheneve
the appropriate combination of field strength and deformation is chosen to yield,
k52, our findings apply.

To summarize: the consequences of shell structure effects for the addition ene
a small isolated quantum dot have been analyzed. At certain values of the magneti
strength, closed shells appear in a quantum dot even in cases where deformation d
give rise to magic numbers at zero field. Measurements of the magnetic susceptibil
expected to reflect the properties of the single-particle spectrum and should display
acteristic patterns depending on the particle number. At certain values of the ma
field and electron numbers the orbital magnetization vanishes due to shell closure
quantum dot.
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Surface polaritons in a dielectric at a boundary with a
metal in a static electric field

I. E. Chupis and D. A. Mamalu *
B. I. Verkin Physicotechnical Institute of Low Temperatures, Ukrainian National Acad
of Sciences, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine

~Submitted 12 November 1998!
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The existence of surface polaritons in a dielectric at a boundary with an
ideal metal or superconductor in a static electric field is predicted. The
frequency regions in which polaritons exist are substantially different
for opposite orientations of the electric field, so that a change in the
direction of the field signifies ‘‘switching on’’ or ‘‘switching off’’ of
surface polaritons with a fixed frequency. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00524-6#

PACS numbers: 71.36.1c, 77.84.2s

The present letter examines the effect of a static electric field, external or spon
ous~if the dielectric is a ferroelectric!, on surface polariton excitations in a bulk dielectr
crystal at a boundary with a metal. It is well known that when a bulk dielectric is
contact with a metal, surface polaritons in the dielectric cannot exist.1 It will be shown
below that a static electric field lifts this prohibition, and surface polariton waves, w
penetration depth is inversely proportional to the static electric field, arise in the di
tric. In Ref. 2 it was reported that an electromagnetic wave in the presence of a
electric field induces an off-diagonal component of the high-frequency magnetoel
~ME! susceptibility. It will be shown below that this ME interaction is responsible for
appearance of surface polaritons in a dielectric at its boundary with a metal.

The effect of the spontaneous ME susceptibility on surface polaritons in mag
with a linear magnetoelectric effect has been studied in a number of works~see, for
example, the latest work in Ref. 3!. The ME interaction was described by a potential M
energy whose form depends on the symmetry of the crystal. The effect of adynamicME
interaction on surface polaritons in a ferroelectric was studied in Ref. 4. This ME i
action energy is a scalar, and therefore it is present in a crystal with any symm
Besides this, its existence does not require the presence of any spontaneous orderi
effect of this ME energy on surface polariton waves is investigated below.

Let us consider a dielectric occupying the half spacez.0 and bordering a meta
(z,0), in the presence of a static electric fieldE0 oriented in a direction normal to th
surface (z axis!. For definiteness, we assume the dielectric to be uniaxial (z is the easy
axis!, though the results obtained below are general.

The energy densityW of the dielectric consists of an electric-dipole termWe and the
interaction energyWint with external fields,W5We1Wint , where
9220021-3640/98/68(12)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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We5
C1

2
Pz

21
C2

2
~Px

21Py
2!1

P2

2r
,

Wint52P–E1jP•~P3h!. ~1!

HereE5E01e, ande andh are the alternating electric and magnetic fields. The last t
in We is the kinetic energy density, andP is the momentum density. The term with th
coefficientj in Wint is the above-mentioned scalar ME energy of dynamic origin. Thi
the interaction energy of the electric polarizationP with the effective electric fieldEeff

5c21(V3h) produced by the motion of a charge with velocityV in a magnetic fieldh.
SinceP5(m/v0)V, the constants have the valuesj5v0 /mc andr5m/v0 , wherem is
the mass of the charged particle,v0 is the unit cell volume, andc is the speed of light.
Generally speaking, the polarizationP contains both ionic and electronic contributions.
the infrared region of the spectrum, especially near the characteristic ionic freque
the ionic polarizability prevails, the ions make the largest contribution to the dynamic
energy, and thereforem and P are, respectively, the ion mass and momentum. In
optical region of the spectrum, however, where the electronic polarizability is m
greater than the ionic polarizability,m is the electron mass andP is the electron
momentum.

If the dielectric is not a ferroelectric, thenC1.0 and the equilibrium electrica
polarizationP0z in a static electric fieldE0 directed along the easy axis is, as follow
from Eq.~1!, P0z5E0z /C1 . For a ferroelectric the constantC1,0, the energyWe should
include an anharmonic termdPz

4/4, and the spontaneous polarization vector isP0z

56(2C1 /d)1/2. If the dielectric is a ferroelectric, we assume that there is no st
electric field.

The linear response of a nonmagnetic dielectric with magnetic permeabilitym51 to
the field of an electromagnetic wave in the absence of damping and in neglect of s
dispersion is described by the following electric (x ik

e ) and magnetic (x ik
em5]Pi /]hk

5(xki
em)* ) susceptibilities:2

xxx
e 5xyy

e 5v̄0
2/~v0

22v2!, xzz
e 5v̄0

2/~ve
22v2!,

xxy
em52 ig/4p, g54pvgP0z /~v0

22v2!, ~2!

where

v05v̄0AC2, ve5v̄0AC1,

v̄0
25e2/mv0 , g5ej/v05e/mc. ~3!

Herev0 is the frequency of excitations of the transverse polarization componentsPx and
Py , andve is the frequency of excitations ofPz in the direction of the easy axisz. For
a ferroelectricve5v̄0A22C1 is the ferroelectric soft mode. For a uniaxial dielectr
which are considering,v0.ve .

The relation between the electricd and magneticb inductions with field intensities
e andh in the presence of ME susceptibility is given by the equations

di5« ikek14px ik
emhk , bi5m ikhk14px ik

meek ,
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« ik5«ki* 5d ik14px ik
e , m ik5mki* , x ik

em5~xki
me!* . ~4!

In our case the nonzero off-diagonal component of the ME susceptibilityxxy
em

5]Px /]hy}E0z , i.e., in the presence of a static electric fieldE0z the magnetic fieldhy of
the electromagnetic wave induces an ac component of the electric polarizationpx ~high-
frequency analog of the Hall effect!. Since the excitationpx}Px , in other words, an ac
toroidal momentPx}E0zhy is induced in the dielectric.

We seek a solution of Maxwell’s equations for waves propagating along the i
face with a metal in the direction of thex axis (k5kx) in the form

e, h}ei ~kx2vt !2k0z, ~5!

wherek0.0 is the inverse penetration depth of the surface excitations in the diele

The conditions

bz5b̃z, ht5h̃t , dz5d̃z, et50 ~6!

should hold at the interface with an ideally conducting metal. In Eq.~6! the symbols with
the tildes denote quantities referring to the metal; the indext refers to the tangentia
components of the fields. For a superconductorbz50 in Eq. ~6!.

It is easy to see that, taking account of Eqs.~4! and~2! and the boundary condition
~6!, Maxwell’s equations in a dielectric describe excitations for whichex5ey5hx5hz

50 andez andhy satisfy the equations

S k01
v

c
g Dhy50, kez1

v

c
hy50,

v

c
«ez1khy50, ~7!

where

«5«zz5
Ve

22v2

ve
22v2

, Ve
25ve

214pv̄0
2 . ~8!

In our casebz5hz50, and therefore the results obtained below also hold for a diele
in contact with a superconductor. It is evident from the first equation in Eq.~7! that in the
absence of a ME interaction (g50, E0z50) there exists a wave only withk050, i.e.,
surface polaritons are absent, polariton excitations are volume excitations~their penetra-
tion depthk0

215`). In the presence of an electric fieldE0z (gÞ0), however, the pro-
hibition on the existence of surface polaritons is lifted. There are no volume polarito
the dielectric; the polaritons become surface polaritons. The penetration depth of p
tons in the dielectric is determined only by the ME interaction

k0
2152

c

vg~v!
, ~9!

and the dispersion relation has the same form as for volume polaritons in the case
electric field:

k25
v2

c2
«~v!. ~10!

The condition
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g~v!,0, «~v!.0 ~11!

follows from Eqs.~9! and~10! and the positivity ofk0 . The polariton dispersion relation
~10! with the conditions~11! taken into account are presented in Fig. 1. This fig
corresponds to optical excitation frequencies for whichv0

2}v̄0
25e2/mv0 , wherem is the

electron mass. The gyromagnetic ratiog,0. For v0;10222 cm3, the frequencyv0

;1015 rad/s. For our case of a uniaxial dielectric the conditionVe.v0 is natural, i.e.,
xzz

21(0)14p.xxx
21(0), wherex(0) is the static electric susceptibility. As one can s

from Fig. 1, the surface polaritons are real.

The frequencies of surface polariton excitations are different for opposite orie
tions of the electric field. In a field oriented into the dielectric, the lower branc
excited, while in a field with the opposite orientation the upper branch is excited.
situation is reversed for ionic excitations (g.0). Thus surface polaritons with a fixe
frequency can be ‘‘switched on and off’’ by changing the direction of the static ele
field.

For a ferroelectric, the spontaneous polarizationP0z plays the role of a static electri
field, and a reversal of the direction of the spontaneous polarization in 180-degre
mains corresponds to a change in the direction of the field. The ‘‘domain influence
surface polaritons was noted in Ref. 4. In contrast to the results obtained in Ref. 4,
present work the difference between polariton frequencies in 180-degree domai~or
when the direction of the electric field changes! is not small. This is explained by the fac
that the dispersion relation~10! does not contain the small ME interaction; only th
penetration depth~9! of waves in the dielectric depend on it~and is completely deter
mined by it!. We note that this penetration depth is inversely proportional to thefirst
power of the coefficientg of the small ME interaction, in contrast to surface acous
waves in piezomagnets, studied in Ref. 5, where the penetration depth was inv
proportional to the product of small quantities — the squared magnetoelectric coeffi
and the squared piezomagnetic coefficient.

In our case the penetration depth is inversely proportional to the first power o
static electric field, and the penetration depth is smaller at higher electric fields, i

FIG. 1. Dispersion relations for optical polaritons in a dielectric for opposite directions of the electric
curve1 — E0 directed into the dielectric;2 — E0 directed along the outer normal to the dielectric.
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static electric field ‘‘expels’’ an electromagnetic field from the dielectric.

Figure 2 displays the frequency dependence of the penetration depthk0
21 of polari-

tons in a dielectric. At optical frequenciesk0
21 is of the order ofc(4pgP0z)

21, which for
P0;104 cgs esu isk0

21;1022 cm.

Let us see what happens to polariton excitations when the static electric fie
switched off. As an example, let the electric field be directed along the outer norm
the dielectric. Then the branches2 in Fig. 1 correspond to surface polariton excitatio
with k0.0, and the branches1 are ‘‘nonphysical’’ excitations withk0,1, growing
exponentially into the dielectric. AsE0 ~i.e., k0) decreases, the amplitude of the excit
tions corresponding to the branch1 decreases, and whenE050 they become volume
excitations. The excitations on the branch2 also become volume excitations in this cas
i.e., for E050 the surface waves become volume waves, corresponding to the two
quency branches of the excitations —1 and2. For the opposite orientation of the stat
electric field, the branches 1 correspond to surface polaritons and the branches
‘‘nonphysical’’ (k0,0), which as in the preceding case become volume excitations
k050, i.e., forE050.

In summary, surface polaritons, which arise as a result of the ME interaction
possible in a bulk dielectric in the plane of contact with an ideal metal or supercond
in the presence of a static electric field. The frequencies at which surface polaritons
are substantially different for opposite orientations of the static electric field~or in 180-
degree domains of a ferroelectric!. This means that the frequency range of surface
laritons can be changed by switching the direction of the static electric field applied t
dielectric.

We note that an electric field does not, of course, destroy the optical reciproc
the polariton frequency branches,v(2k)5v(k). However, it turns out that a stati
magnetic field also makes it possible for surface polariton excitations to exist in a d
tric at a boundary with a metal. These excitations are characterized by a strong o
nonreciprocity,v(2k)Þv(k). These results will be the subject of a separate repor

We thank V. I. Fomin and V. S. Kurnosov for helpful discussions.

FIG. 2. Penetration depths of surface polaritons in a dielectric as a function of frequency for opposite dire
of the electric field.
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The dimerization of C60 fullerene under conditions of quasi-hydrostatic
compression at temperatures above 293 K is investigated by IR spec-
troscopy, Raman scattering~RS! spectroscopy, and x-ray diffraction.
The measured dimer (C60)2 content in the products of the polymeriza-
tion of fullerite as a function of the pressure, temperature, and treatment
time shows that dimerization occurs even at room temperature in the
entire pressure range above;1.0 GPa. However, at least at tempera-
tures above 400 K dimerization does not result in the formation of a
dimer phase as a stable modification of the system, since the dimer is
an intermediate product of the transformation. It is shown that increas-
ing the holding time at 423 K decreases the content of the dimer frac-
tion in the samples and results in the formation of linear~at 1.5 GPa!
and two-dimensional~at 6.0 GPa! polymers, which are structure-
forming elements of the orthorhombic and rhombohedral polymerized
phases. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00624-0#

PACS numbers: 61.48.1c, 78.30.Na, 61.10.Eq

The dimer (C60)2, which forms as a result of a 212 cycloadditon reaction1 and is
the most common object of theoretical investigations among the polymerized states~PSs!
of fullerene, was until very recently so inadequately studied experimentally that eve
identification of the dimer molecules among other products of polymerization itself
sented a substantial problem.

The point is that ordinarily the basic problems if identification of PSs can be so
by vibrational spectroscopy in combination with x-ray, electron, or neutron diffractio
cases where the PSs are crystalline. Supplementing one another, these methods o
9280021-3640/98/68(12)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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sis make it possible to determine both the structure of the polyfullerene molecules a
basic parameters of the structure of the solid formed by these molecules. Examples
successful identification of PSs, making it possible to determine the molecular stru
and the characteristic spectra of polymer molecules and to propose models of the
lattices, could be investigations of the orthorhombic~O!, tetragonal~T!, and rhombohe-
dral ~R! high-pressure phases of C60 fullerene,2–8 as well as investigations of polymer
observed in fullerene compounds intercalated with alkali metals.9–11

However, since attempts to obtain a crystalline phase based on a neutral dime
long been unsuccessful, conclusions concerning the possibility of the existence of (60)2

molecules as a product of polymerization drawn on the basis of a compariso
computational12–15 and experimental16–18 IR and RS spectra have remained, stric
speaking, tentative. For example, on the assumption that the appearance of a line
RS spectra at 96 cm21, attributed to the interball vibration of a dimer molecule, and
softening of theAg(2) mode to 1462–1463 cm21 from the value 1469 cm21 in the initial
fullerite are indicative of dimer formation, it has been suggested that the dimerizati
C60 molecules occurs both as a result of photopolymerization of fullerene at tempera
;380 K16 and polymerization under pressure in the range 1.0–1.5 GPa and temper
500–700 K.17,18

However, samples of the pure dimer (C60)2 and its crystal solvate with orthodichlo
robenzene have recently been synthesized on the basis of mechanochemical reac
fullerene with potassium cyanide19,20 and then with lithium,21 and the structure and IR20

and RS21 spectroscopic characteristics of the dimer molecule were determined
accurately. The appearance of clear criteria for identifying (C60)2 molecules, requiring
essentially a reexamination of the interpretation of a substantial fraction of previo
obtained results on the polymerization of fullerene, made it possible at the same ti
investigate the role of dimerization in these processes. The present work is devoted
study of the role of dimerization in pressure-induced polymerization of C60 fullerene.

The experimental part of this work consisted in the high-pressure synthesis of
ous states formed by treating C60 fullerite at pressures up to 10 GPa, temperatures 2
623 K, and holding times from 1 to 100 000 s, separation of these states under n
conditions by quenching under pressure, and subsequent analysis of the states b
diffraction and IR and RS spectroscopy. Fullerite powder with 99.9 mole % C60 was used
as the initial material. The details of the synthesis performed using the ‘‘Maks
~piston–cylinder type! and ‘‘Toroid’’ high-pressure apparatus are described in Ref.
The diffraction patterns were obtained on powders using an INEL CPS120 diffractom
with Cu Ka1 radiation. The RS spectra were investigated with a Brucker FT Ra
RFS100 spectrometer with an exciting laser wavelength of 1064 nm. The IR spec
samples in the form of 0.1 mm thick potassium bromide tablets containing 3 wt. % o
product of treatment of fullerite were obtained in a Specord M 80~Karl Zeiss! spectro-
photometer.

The IR spectra in the region 400–900 cm21, which is most sensitive to the presen
of interball covalent bonds, for C60 fullerite and the samples obtained by treatment of C60

fullerite at 1.5, 4.0, and 6.0 GPa pressures and room temperature are displayed in
According to the figure, the weak wide band at 796 cm21, observed in the spectrum o
the initial fullerite ~Fig. 1a!, due to a symmetry-forbidden vibration in the C60 molecule
forms even at a treatment pressure of 1.5 GPa~Fig. 1b! into a line reaching 1/3 of the
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intensities of the neighboring forbidden modes. A line also appears in the spectrum
cm21. As the treatment pressure increases, more noticeable changes, consisting
appearance of other bands in regions of vibrations forbidden in icosahedral symmet
splitting of the bands~the bands at 774, 711, 561, 550, 546, and 478 cm21), are observed
in the IR spectra, attesting to the lowering of molecular symmetry. The appearance
vibration at 612 cm21, which has no analog in the C60 molecule, points to the formation
of new covalent bonds. Comparing these results with the data of Ref. 20 shows th
main features of the spectra obtained can be explained by the formation of a d
whose bright characteristic lines are the lines of 796 and 478 cm21. Therefore pressure
induced dimerization of C60 occurs even at room temperature. It also follows from Fig
that the dimer content in the experimental samples is determined by the treatmen
sure.

The RS spectra are not so sensitive to the changes occurring in the system, sin
96 cm21 line, which, since there are no overlappings, is more convenient to use
analytical line for the dimer, has a comparatively low intensity. For this reason,
though the general indications of polymerization at 293 K first appear in the RS sp
of samples obtained under pressures above 2.5 GPa, in the shifts and splitting
modes of the C60 molecule, and in the appearance of new vibrations~the lines at 259,
296, 515, 945, 971, 1467 cm21 and others!, it is difficult to draw an unequivocal con
clusion about the presence of the dimer on the basis of the RS spectra even for the

FIG. 1. IR spectra of the initial fullerite~a! and samples obtained by its treatment for 1000 s at 293 K
pressures 1.5~b!, 4.0 ~c!, and 6.0~c! GPa.
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treated at 6.0 GPa and containing, according to IR absorption data,;20 mole % (C60)2.

The x-ray diffraction patterns of samples obtained at 293 K attest to the fact
dimerization of C60 does not produce sharp changes in the structure of the diffrac
pattern as compared with the initial fullerite. The changes appear in the broadening
diffraction peaks of the initial fullerite and a small shift of the peaks in the direction
large angles. In addition, the magnitudes of these changes are determined by the p
and isothermal holding time. It is obvious that such an evolution of the diffrac
patterns, which reflects a tendency for the average~over the system! intermolecular
distance to decrease, also attests to the fact that in the solid solutions of the dimer
monomer, which form in the first stages of the reaction, the orientation of the d
molecules is random.

To study the possibility of obtaining a pure dimer phase on the basis of pres
induced dimerization, the dimerization kinetics was studied for a variety of section
the p,T diagram.

Figures 2 and 3 show the evolution of the IR spectra of samples obtained at 1.
6.0 GPa as a function of the isothermal holding time at 423 K. Figures 2g and 3g

FIG. 2. IR spectra of samples obtained by treating fullerite at 1.5 GPa and 423 K for 1~a!, 10 ~b!, 100 ~c!,
1000 ~e!, and 50 000 s~f! and a sample~g! with O-phase content greater than 90 mole %.
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display the IR spectra of samples of the O and R phases, which we obtained at 1.3
560 K and 6.0 GPa, 900 K, respectively. It should be noted that the IR spectrum o
sample of the R phase is identical to the previously published2,5 spectra of this phase
whereas the spectrum presented for the O phase is of the highest quality among
spectra5 because of the high content of the O phase in the samples obtained.

According to Fig. 2, as the treatment time increases, at first the relative intensit
the dimer bands increase, indicating an increase in the (C60)2 concentration in the
samples, which reaches maximum values (;80 mole %! with holding times;1000 s.
However, as the treatment time increases further, the relative intensities of the
peaks decrease against the background of a simultaneous increase in the intensit
group of bands, for example at 759 and 778 cm21, characteristic for linear (C60)n poly-
mers — structure-forming elements of the O phase~Fig. 2g!. A similar picture of the
dimer content passing through a maximum is observed in the RS spectra, since as
of the high dimer concentration in samples obtained at 423 K, there is no longe
special difficulty in detecting (C60)2 molecules.

The data obtained attest to the fact that at 1.5 GPa and 423 K the dimer state
the final state, but rather it is an intermediate product of the transformation of the sy
Therefore it can be inferred that for fixedp, T the stable phase is not the dimer phase

FIG. 3. IR spectra of samples obtained by treating fullerite at 6.0 GPa and 423 K for 1~a!, 10 ~b!, 100 ~c!,
1000 ~d!, 10 000~e!, 50 000 s~f! and a sample of the R phase~g!.
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rather the O phase of fullerene~marked in Refs. 6–8 as O8 or ‘‘low-pressure orthorhom-
bic’’ !. We note that treatment times exceeding 100 000 s are required to produce the
in pure form under these conditions.

Analysis of the IR spectra displayed in Fig. 3 shows that the pure dimer p
likewise does not form at 6.0 GPa and 423 K. But, in contrast to the situation at 1.5
a decrease in the relative intensities of the dimer bands with increasing treatment t
accompanied by an increase in the intensities of the bands at, specifically, 743, 76
718 cm21, characteristic for the structure-forming elements of not the O but rather t
phase~Fig. 3g!.5 Thus, even at 6.0 GPa the dimer fraction, whose maximum conce
tion (;50 mole %! is obtained with treatment times of several tens of seconds, i
intermediate product of the transformation, while the final product is the R phase,
though the completion of the formation of the R phase, just as in the case of the O
at 1.5 GPa, requires a large increase in the treatment time.

The evolution~Fig. 4! of the x-ray diffraction patterns of samples whose IR spec
are presented in Fig. 3 can serve as an illustration of the last conclusion. The diffra
patterns of samples with treatment times of 1–10 000 s attest to a large disordering
system as a result of homogeneous dimerization of the monomer, giving rise to
solutions with a random orientation of the dimer molecules. The crystal ordering o
ring in the system as a result of the formation of the R phase is first observed a
splitting of certain peaks only with treatment times;50 000 s, although even in this cas
it is difficult to make an unequivocal identification of the diffraction pattern in a rho
bohedral cell, and only the IR and RS spectroscopic data, which attest to the prese
structure-forming elements of the R phase in the samples, make it possible to con
that the formation of the R phase occurs in the system.

In summary, even though the format of this letter makes it impossible to presen
experimental data for other temperatures of the isobaricp,T sections at 1.5 and 6.0 GPa
they all indicate that the dimerization of C60 fullerene is an important stage in the ev
lution of the system at high pressures and temperatures, and it must therefore be
into account both in discussions of polymerization mechanisms and in the interpre

FIG. 4. X-ray diffraction patterns of the initial fullerite~a! and samples obtained by its treatment at 6.0 GPa
423 K for 1 ~b!, 10 ~c!, 100 ~d!, 1000~e!, 10 000~f!, 50 000 s~g!.
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of previously obtained results on the identification and properties of the high-pre
states of fullerite, especially the states formed at temperatures below 623 K with
treatment times.
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On the question of short-period oscillations of the
collector voltage during transverse electron focusing
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Giant short-period oscillations during transverse electron focusing at
high emitter voltages have been observed in bismuth samples with a
superlattice on the surface. A model is proposed which explains the
onset of the oscillations, their position on the magnetic-field scale, and
their intensification and shift along the magnetic-field scale with in-
creasing current~this shift depending on the direction of current flow!
and which can also account for the absence of oscillations in fields
which are multiples of the field of the first oscillation. In this model the
oscillations are attributed to the appearance of resonant surface~edge!
states and their contribution to the electron transport. ©1998 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00724-5#

PACS numbers: 72.90.1y

The coherent quantum ballistics of conduction electrons determines the el
properties of a conducting mesoscopic system. Detailed information about the prop
of an electronic system can be obtained with a Sharvin probe — a point contact much
smaller in size than the electron mean free pathl .1 The study of quantum ballistics usin
a Sharvin probe in the transverse electron focusing~EF! geometry2 makes it possible to
monitor simultaneously a variety of parameters of the system, specifically,l , the Fermi
momentumpF , the character of electron reflection from the sample surface, and
surface structure.3 Quantum ballistics effects appear in EF as, specifically, a fine struc
in EF spectrum — short-period~compared with the focusing period! collector voltage
oscillations as a function of the magnetic fieldH. Such oscillations have been observ
in bismuth,4 and later in a two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG!.5 Oscillations in bismuth
have been studied in Refs. 6–9 and oscillations in 2DEG in Refs. 10–17. Evidently,
exist several types of oscillations of different physical nature. They can be conventio
divided into two groups: 1! oscillations with low excitation energies and low emitt
accelerating voltagesUe , such thateUe;kBT (e is the electron charge,T is the sample
temperature!; these oscillations can be suppressed by increasingUe or T; 2! oscillations
with high accelerating voltages,eUe@kBT. The oscillations observed in Refs. 4 and
are of the first type, while the oscillations observed in Ref. 6 are of the second type
present letter is devoted to elucidating the physical nature of oscillations of the se
type.
9350021-3640/98/68(12)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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In most works the oscillations investigated are of the second type. Omitting
details, we shall note the general features in these works in the interpretation o
physical nature of the oscillations and the problems which arise. 1! Ballistic transit of
electronic excitations with energy;10 meV over distances>100 mm is assumed. How-
ever, measurements of EF with intercontact spacing;5mm showed that the probability
of such transit is negligibly low18 and the amplitude of the corresponding oscillatio
should be negligibly low, which is at variance with the measurements. 2! In principle, the
oscillations can be explained by means of diffraction effects. However, the width o
EF lines in the works cited shows that the effective contact sizes.10 mm, which for the
de Broglie electron wavelength in bismuthldB;0.1 mm essentially precludes diffractio
by the ‘‘aperture.’’ 3! If singularities in the angular distribution of the nonequilibriu
electrons injected into a sample were to arise for some reason, then as a result of s
reflection of electrons from the surface the ‘‘lines’’ due to them should also be obse
in fields which are multiples of the field of the first oscillation. This is also at varia
with experiment.

In the present work, to determine the physical nature of oscillations of the se
type, EF measurements were performed in bismuth samples on whose surface a ‘‘d
tion grating’’ appeared spontaneously during growth. The grating was not perfect,
distinct diffraction pattern was observed in the reflection of a laser beam from the sa
surface. The average grating period estimated from the diffraction pattern was;10 mm.
The surface of the sample was perpendicular toC3 and the lines of the diffraction grating
were parallel toC1 . The emitter and collector were placed on a line parallel toC2 . The
magnetic fieldH was parallel to the surface of the sample and perpendicular to the lin
the contacts. The electronic part of the Fermi surface~FS! of bismuth consists of three
ellipsoids, whose major axes make a small angle with a plane parallel toC3 . Focusing of
the electrons belonging to the FS ellipsoid whose major axis was perpendicular to th
of the contacts was observed. The measurements were performed by a mod
method.6 A dc reference currentI 0e (U0e5I 0e3Re , whereRe is the emitter resistance
which is independent ofI 0e and H) and a modulation currentI e,1 mA were passed
through the emitter; the ac voltageUc on the collector was measured as a function ofH.
The measurements were performed at liquid-helium temperatures with intercontac
tancesL ranging from 50 to 700mm. Oscillations were observed in all EF spectra.
typical EF spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. As the measure of the amplitude of the os
tions that determines the scale of the effect, it is convenient to use the amplitude no
ized to the amplitude of the first EF line. The influence of the observation condition
the oscillations can be summarized as follows. 1! The number and amplitude of th
oscillations were determined by uncontrollable factors and depended on the positio
both the emitter and collector. Any displacement of both the emitter and colle
changed the number and amplitude of the oscillations and the position of the oscilla
on theH scale. 2! In the rangeL5100– 700mm the amplitude of the oscillations coul
have been equal to the maximum amplitude. The specific value was determined by
controllable parameters that depend on the position of the contacts and not onL. 3!
Oscillations were observed at both zero and relatively large values ofI 0e . IncreasingI 0e

to 10–20 mA always increased the number and amplitude of the oscillations. How
the effect of an increase in the reference current likewise was determined by p
controllable parameters which depend on the positions of the contacts. 4! As I 0e in-
creased, the oscillations shifted in the direction of stronger fields with the polarity ofU0e
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such that the injected electrons are accelerated. Reversing the current shifted the
tions to weaker fields. 5! Oscillations were observed in fields<H0 — the field at which
the first EF line is observed — and were virtually unobserved in high fields. 6! It was
virtually impossible to observe a series of oscillations in fields which were multiple
the field of the first oscillation. 7! Decreasing the temperature from 4.2 to 1.1 K ordinar
increased the relative amplitude of the oscillations.

I propose the following model which, in the Landauer–Bu¨ttiker formalism~see, for
example, Ref. 19!, explains all of the experimental data. In this formalism, the osci
tions of the collector voltage are a consequence of the oscillations of the probabilityWe,c

of electron passage from the emitter to the collector. As a result of the presence
periodic structure on the sample surface, surface electron states~SESs! which are in
resonant as a function ofH appear. The oscillations inWe,c are due to electron transpo
along resonant SESs. The following are important for resonant current transmissi!
the presence of resonant SESs, 2! trapping of the injected electrons in SESs, and!
transition of an electron from a SES into a volume state in the collector. The high de
of defects in the near-contact region of the sample makes it possible to satisfy the
condition.

The existence of SESs in bismuth is well known.20 Under the present conditions o
observation of ZF, it is virtually impossible to resolve individual SESs4 because of the
large emitter size, since the SES spectrum admits simultaneous transport along
number of SESs with anyH. Another important consequence of the large size of
contacts (@ldB) is the negligible role of the coherence of the electrons in differ
SESs.5 The presence of resonant SESs radically alters the situation — for some valu
H resonant electron transmission channels from the emitter to the collector open
the semiclassical scheme, the resonance condition is that the period of the regular
structure is a multiple of the chord spanning the electron trajectory satisfying the q
tization condition for the magnetic flux. We note that the electron flux from the emitte

FIG. 1. Electron focusing spectra measured withI 0e50, 110, and210 mA. The distance between the contac
is 0.39 mm andT54.2 K. The scale along theUc axis is arbitrary. To reveal the details more clearly, the up
and lower curves are shifted along theUc axis.
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the collector along nonresonant SESs is suppressed as a result of the presence of a
structure. The magnetic fieldHn,a for exciting resonant SESs is determined by the f
lowing condition~see, for example, Ref. 20!: The magnetic flux threading the segmentS0

formed by an arc and the chorda spanning it~see Fig. 2a! is F5(n2g)F0 , whereF is
the magnetic flux threading the segment,n51,2,3, . . . is the quantum number,F0

5hc/e is the universal quantum of magnetic flux, and 0,g,1. WhenHn11,a2Hn,a

exceeds the width of the oscillations, the resonant levels can be observed experime

Figure 3 shows a calculation of the magnetic flux threading the segment forme
an arc of the electron trajectory and the spanning chorda, 2a, 3a, 4a, and 5a (a
530.6mm) for electrons in bismuth. The downward arrows markHn,a for g51/4 with
the boundary condition that the electronic wave function vanishes at the surfacg
53/4 with the boundary condition that the derivative of the electronic wave func
vanishes at the surface!.21 The upward arrows mark the observed positions of the os
lations with I 0e50. The values ofa andg were chosen so as to minimize the deviati
of the experimentally observed position of the three most intense oscillations witI 0e

50 ~see Fig. 1! from the computed position. For a fixed chord, suppression of
oscillations in the ES spectrum with increasing field should occur for two reasons:! a
decrease in the distance between neighboring oscillations on the magnetic field sca
2! a decrease in the reflection specularity due to an increase in the angle of incide
an electron on the surface~see Fig. 2a; for SESs to exist the motion of an elect

FIG. 2. a! Resonant trajectory of an electron hopping along a surface with a regular structure. The varia
the area bounded by the chorda and the arc which it spans as a function of the radiusR of the circle is shown.
b! Kinetics of trapping of an electron in a surface state (pt) in momentum space — from the statep2 with
participation of the reciprocal surface-lattice vector (GtÞ0) and from a statep1 with Gt50, e — electron
energy in the bulk,en — energy level of the surface state. c! The shading indicates the region of diffusio
motion of nonequilibrium electrons near the emitter (E). In this region, an electron scattered, for example,
the pointsA12A5 can reach a resonant trajectory~thick line!.
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hopping along the surface must be periodic, which is possible only for specular r
tion!. We note that the probability of specular reflection at normal incidence is
(<0.4).

Surface resonance for conduction electrons was observed in Ref. 22. The e
ments were performed on bismuth samples with a surface superstructure and res
was due to trapping of electrons in SESs. The condition for elastic trapping of an ele
with kinetic energye in a SES with energyen has the form~see Fig. 2b!: e2en5En and
pt

15pt1Gt , whereEn is the kinetic energy of an electron in the SES in a leveln, en is
the energy of the level,pt

1 andpt are the tangential component of the momentum of
electron incident on the surface and an electron in the SES, andGt is a reciprocal
surface-lattice vector. Figure 3 shows two cases of trapping of an electron in SESp1t

1

5pt(Gt50) and p2t
1 5pt2Gt(GÞ0). For the real parameters of the problem (en;

several degrees,eF527 meV, period of the diffraction gratingb;10 mm), both cases
are possible for grazing electrons.

If a resonant SES is excited for some value ofH, then as the electron energ
increases~decreases!, the flux quantization condition will be satisfied in a higher~lower!
field as a result of the change in the radius of the electron trajectory~see Fig. 2a!, i.e., as
the electron energy varies, the oscillations should shift to higher fields as energy inc
or to lower fields as energy decreases. Figure 1 displays for a series of resonant SE
computed shift of the resonant fields on theH scale as a function of the electron energ
The arrows mark the observed position of the most intense oscillations with three v
of I 0e ~see Fig. 1!. One can see from Fig. 1 that in the experiment the oscillati
corresponding to large values ofn tend to shift in the direction of lower energies as t
excitation energy of the electrons increases. This is natural because of the non

FIG. 3. The flux enclosed by the arc of an electron trajectory in bismuth and the spanning choa,
2a, 3a, 4a, 5a (a530.6mm) versus the magnetic field in units of the magnetic flux quantum. The downw
arrows indicateHn,a for g51/4. The upward arrows mark the position of the main oscillations observed
zero dc current~see Fig. 1!.
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energetic structure of the electron beam and the exponential decrease of the contr
of the electrons as their excitation energy increases and because of the increase
emitter-to-collector transit time of electrons with increasingn. The electron energy re
quired by the model and determining the shift of the oscillations~see Fig. 4! agrees
satisfactorily with the energy of the focused electrons withI 0e5610 mA, determined
from the position of the EF line in theH scale and from the decrease of the oscillati
amplitude forL50.39 mm.18

As the emitter current increases, radical broadening of the EF line increases o
— the effective emitter size increases~see Ref. 6 for a more detailed discussion!. A zone
of diffusion motion of the injected electrons appears near the emitter. In Fig. 2c, this
is marked by hatching. The appearance of such a zone leads, specifically, to two fe
1! The probability that an electron reaches a resonant trajectory~for example, on scatter
ing at the pointsA12A5 in Fig. 2c! is higher than the probability in the case of ballist
flight from the emitter. An increase in the probability should result in a higher ampli
of the corresponding oscillation. 2! A possibility for additional resonant channels co
necting the diffusion zone with the collector arises, and this should result in the ap
ance of additional oscillations with increasing emitter current. Both features, which r
in an increase of the oscillation amplitude and in the appearance of additional lines
EF spectrum, are observed experimentally~see Fig. 1!.

In summary, the proposed model gives a satisfactory semiquantitative explanat
all experimental data. A detailed quantitative comparison is evidently premature,
the diffraction grating used is by no means perfect, as is indicated by the irregular
the optical diffraction pattern obtained with the reflection of light from the surface of
experimental sample. To make a detailed quantitative analysis experiments must b
formed on samples with a more perfect regular surface structure.

This work was partially supported by grants from the Russian Fund for Fundam

FIG. 4. Positions of the oscillations on the magnetic field scale versus the electron energy.e — electron energy,
eF — Fermi energy.
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The stability of a fermion system is analyzed for a model repulsive pair
interaction potential. The possibility of different types of restructuring
of the Fermi ground state~at sufficiently great coupling constant! is
related to the analyticity properties of such potential. In particular, for
the screened Coulomb law it is shown that the restructuring cannot be
of the Fermi condensation type, known earlier for some exactly solv-
able models, but instead belongs to the class of topological transitions.
A phase diagram constructed for this model in the variables ‘‘screening
parameter–coupling constant’’ displays two kinds of topological tran-
sitions: a ‘‘5/2’’ kind, similar to the known Lifshitz transitions in met-
als, and a ‘‘2’’ kind, characteristic for a uniform strongly interacting
system. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00824-X#

PACS numbers: 71.10.Ca, 05.30.Fk

The common ground state of an isotropic Fermi gas with densityr is described~at
zero temperature! by a step-wise Fermi functionnF(p)5u(pF2p), which drops discon-
tinuously from 1 to 0 at the Fermi momentumpF5(3p2r)1/3 ~in units where\51). The
Landau theory of an interacting Fermi liquid starts from the assumptions that the q
particle distribution functionn(p) coincides with that of an ideal gas and that the sing
particle spectrum«p is similar to that of an ideal gas but characterized by an effec
massM* ~Ref. 1!.

However, thesenF(p) and «p can break down under certain circumstances. T
best-known example is that of Cooper pairing for an arbitrarily weak attractive inte
tion, with subsequent formation of the pair condensate and gapped quasip
spectrum,2 but a repulsive interaction, if sufficiently strong, can also produce nontri
ground states. The first example of such restructuring for a Fermi system with a m
repulsive interaction3 revealed the existence of a critical valueacr of the interaction
constanta such that fora5acr the stability criterions(p)5(«p2«F)/(p22pF

2).0 fails
right at the Fermi surface:s(pF)50 (pF instability!. Then fora.acr an exact solution
of a variational equation forn(p) ~which follows from the Landau energy functiona
9420021-3640/98/68(12)/8/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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E@n(p)#) exists, exhibiting a certain finite interval (p1 ,p2) around pF in which the
distribution functionn(p) varies continuously and takes intermediate values betwe
and 0, while the single-particle excitation spectrum«p has a flat plateau,

dE@n~p!#/dn~p!5«p5m, p1<p<p2 , ~1!

wherem is the chemical potential. It is seen from Eq.~1! that the occupation number
n(p) become variational parameters, deviating from the Fermi function in order to m
mize the energyE. This phenomenon was called fermion condensation~FC!, and soon
several model forms forE@n(p)# were proposed4–8 which provide similar solutions.
However, these models do not answer the question of whether there exist other ty
phase transitions involving a rearrangement of the Fermi functionnF(p) and the single-
particle spectrum«p . It is pertinent to note that the idea of a multiconnected Fe
sphere, with the production of new, interior segments of the Fermi surface, has
considered previously.9,10 In this connection it is of interest to examine the overcritic
regimesa.acr for models displaying alternative types of instability.

The main goal of this letter is to consider possible types of rearrangement o
Fermi ground state. We shall relate the types of such a rearrangement to the ana
properties of the single-particle potential of a system in question and show that the
exist phase transitions of a type different from FC.

The general scheme of Refs. 3–7 for a homogeneous system of unpolarized
ons with massM and model isotropic interaction potentialU(p) considers the energy
functionalE@n(p)#:

E@n~p!#5E p2

2M
n~p!

dp

~2p!3
1

1

2 E E n~p!U~ up2p8u!n~p8!
dpdp8

~2p!6
, ~2!

and the related quasiparticle dispersion relation:

«p5
p2

2M
1E U~ up2p8u!n~p8!

dp8

~2p!3
. ~3!

Performing the angular integration and passing to the dimensionless variabx
5p/pF , y52M«p /pF

2 , andz52p2ME/pF
5 , we can present Eqs.~2! and~3! in a simpler

form:

z@n~x!#5E Fx41
1

2
x2V~x!Gn~x!dx, ~4!

y~x!5x21V~x!, ~5!

with the single-particle potentialV(x) being given by

V~x!5
1

xE x8n~x8!u~x,x8!dx8, u~x,x8!5
M

p2pF
E

ux2x8u

x1x8
u~ t !tdt. ~6!

Hereu(x)[U(pFx), and the distribution functionn(x)[n(pFx) is positive, obeys the
normalization condition

E x2n~x!dx51/3 ~7!
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and the Pauli principle limitationn(x)<1. The latter can be lifted using, e.g., the ans
n(x)5@11tanhh(x)#/2; then the system ground state should correspond to the minim
of the functional

f @h~x!#5E @11tanhh~x!#H x42mx21
1

4
xE x8@11tanhh~x8!#u~x,x8!dx8J dx,

~8!

which contains a Lagrange multiplierm, with respect to anarbitrary variation of the
auxiliary functionh(x). This permits us to present the necessary condition of extrem
d f 50 as

x2n~x!@12n~x!#@y~x!2m#50, ~9!

which means either thatn(x) takes only the values 0 and 1 or that the dispersion rela
is flat: y(x)5m ~Ref. 3!, in accordance with Eq.~1!. The last possibility just correspond
to FC. As is seen from Eq.~1!, the single-particle spectrum«p in this case cannot be a
analytic function of complexp in any open domain containing the FC intervalDp
5@p1 ,p2#. In fact, all the derivatives of«p with respect top along Dp must be zero,
while this is not the case along the real axis outsideDp. For instance, in the FC mode
with U(p)5U0 /p ~Ref. 3! the kernel, Eq.~6!, turns out to be nonanalytic:

u~x,x8!5
MU0

p2pF

~x1x81ux2x8u!, ~10!

which eventually causes nonanalyticity of the potentialV(x).

On the other hand, it follows from Eq.~5! that the single-particle spectrum will b
an analytic function along the entire real axis, provided thatV(x) is such a function. In
this case FC is forbidden, and the only alternative to the Fermi ground state~if the
stability criterion gets broken! lies in a topological transition~TT! between the topologi-
cally inequivalent states with1! n(x)50,1 ~Ref. 11!. Generally, all such states are clas
fied by the indices of connectedness~known as Betti numbers in algebraic topology11! for
the support ofn(x). In fact, for an isotropic system, these numbers are simply a coun
the separate~concentric! segments of the Fermi surface. Then the system ground
will correspond to a multiconnected distribution~Fig. 1!,

n~x!5(
i 51

n

u~x2x2i 21!u~x2i2x!, ~11!

such that the parameters 0<x1,x2, . . . ,x2n obey the normalization condition

(
i 51

n

~x2i
3 2x2i 21

3 !51, ~12!

and the relatedz, Eq. ~4!,

z5
1

2 (
i 51

n E
x2i 21

x2i
x2@x21y~x!#dx, ~13!

has the absolute minimum with respect tox1 , . . . ,x2n21 and ton>1. Differentiating
Eq. ~13! in the parametersx1 , . . . ,x2n21 with use of the relations:
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]x2n /]xk5~21!k21~xk /x2n!2, 1<k<2n21, ~14!

by virtue of Eq.~12!, and taking into account that the potentialV(x) in the dispersion
relationy(x) in fact also depends on these parameters:

V~x!5
1

x (
i 51

n E
x2i 21

x2i
x8u~x,x8!dx8, ~15!

we present the necessary conditions of extremum as:

]z/]xk5~21!kxk
2@y~xk!2y~x2n!#50, 1<k<2n21. ~16!

Hence the multiconnected ground state is controlled by the obvious rule that there
unique Fermi level:y(xk)5y(x2n), for all 1<k<2n21 ~except forx150). In principle,
given the dispersion relationy(x), one can find all the (2n21) unknown parametersxk

from Eq. ~16!. Then, the sufficient stability conditions]2z/]xi]xj5a id i j , a i.0 lead to
the generalized stability criterion: the dimensionless function,

s~x!52Ms~p!5
y~x!2y~x2n!

x22x2n
2

, ~17!

must be positive within filled and negative within empty intervals, going to zero at t
boundaries in accordance with Eq.~16!. It can be proved rigorously that for a give
analytic kernelu(x,x8), Eq. ~17! uniquely determines the system ground state.

In what follows we shall label each multiconnected state, Eq.~11!, by a whole
number related to the binary sequence of empty and filled intervals read fromx2n to 0.
Thus, the Fermi state with a single filled interval@x251, x150# reads as unity, the stat
with a void at the origin~filled @x2 ,x1# and empty@x1,0#) reads as~10!52, the state with
a single gap:~101!53, etc. Note that all even phases have a void at the origin and tha
odd phases do not.

For free fermionsV(x)50, y(x)5x2, Eqs.~16! only yield the trivial solution cor-
responding to the Fermi state 1. In order to pass to nontrivial realizations of TT
chooseU(p) corresponding to the ordinary screened Coulomb potential:

FIG. 1. Occupation function for a multiconnected distribution.
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U~p!54pe2/~p21p0
2!. ~18!

The related explicit form for the kernel,

u~x,x8!5a ln
~x1x8!21x0

2

~x2x8!21x0
2

, ~19!

with the dimensionless screening parameterx05p0 /pF and the coupling constanta
52Me2/ppF , evidently displays the necessary analyticity properties for the existen
a TT. With the use of Eqs.~15! and ~19!, the potentialV(x) is expressed in terms o
elementary functions as

V~x!5(
i 51

n

V~x;x2i 21 ,x2i !, ~20!

V~x;x8,x9!52aF x92x82x0 arctan
2x0~x92x8!~x21x0

21x8x9!

~x21x0
22x82!~x21x0

22x92!
G

1
a

2xF ~x921x0
22x2!ln

~x1x9!21x0
2

~x2x9!21x0
2

2~x821x0
22x2!ln

~x1x8!21x0
2

~x2x8!21x0
2G .

Then a straightforward analysis of Eq.~16! shows that their nontrivial solutions onl
appear when the coupling parametera exceeds a certain critical valuea* . This corre-
sponds to the moment when the stability criterion3 s(x)5(yF(1)2yF(x))/(12x2).0
calculated with the Fermi distribution,yF(x)5x21V(x;0,1), fails at a certain point 0
<xi,1 within the Fermi sphere:s(xi)→0. There are two different types of such inst
bility depending on the screening parameterx0 ~Fig. 2!. For x0 below certain threshold
value xth'0.32365~weak screening regime, WSR! the instability pointxi lies rather
close to the Fermi surface: 12xi!1, while it falls to zero in a critical way atx0→xth and

FIG. 2. Critical couplinga* and instability pointxi as functions of screening. The regions of weak screen
~WSR! and strong screening~SSR! are separated by the threshold valuexth ~note thatxth , a th is the triple point
between the phases1, 2, 3 in Fig. 3!.
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remains zero for allx0.xth ~strong screening regime, SSR!. The critical couplinga* (x0)
results a monotonically growing function ofx0, having the asymptotic behaviora*
'(ln 2/x021)21 at x0→0 and remaining analytic ata th5a* (xth)'0.91535, where it
exhibits only an inflection point.

These two types of instability give rise to different types of TT from the state1 at
a.a* : in the SSR a void appears aroundx50 (1→2 transition!, and in the WSR a gap
opens aroundxi (1→3 transition!. Further analysis of Eq.~16! shows that the point
xth ,a th represents a triple point on the phase diagram in the variablesx0 ,a ~Fig. 3!,
where the phases1, 2, and3 meet. Similarly to the onset of instability in the Fermi sta
1, each TT to higher-order phases with growinga is manifested by the circumstance th
s(x), Eq. ~17!, goes to zero at some point 0<xi,x2n different from the existing inter-
faces. If this occurs at the very origin,xi50, the phase number increases by 1 at the
corresponding to the opening of a void~passing from the odd to the even phase! or to the
emergence of an ’’island’’~even→ odd!. For xi.0, a thin spherical gap opens within
filled region or a thin filled spherical sheet emerges within a gap, then the phase nu
increases by 2, not changing the parity. A part of the whole diagram~see Fig. 3! dem-
onstrates that with decreasingx0 ~weaken screening! all the even phases terminate
certain triple points. This agrees in particular with a numerical study of the model u
consideration along the linex050.07 for growinga ~Ref. 10!, where only the sequenc
of odd phases 1→3→5→ . . . was indicated~shown by the dashed arrow in Fig. 3!.

The energy gainD(t) at the TT as a function of the small parametert5a/a*
21 is evidently proportional tot times the volume of a new emerging phase reg

FIG. 3. Phase diagram in ‘‘screening–coupling’’ variables. Each phase with certain topology is labeled
total number of filled and empty regions~see Fig. 1!. Even phases~shaded! are separated from odd ones by line
of topological transition~TTs! of the ‘‘5/2’’ kind, while TT lines of the ‘‘2’’ kind separate odd phases. Tripl
points, where two TT lines of the ‘‘5/2’’ kind and one TT line of the ‘‘2’’ kind meet, are shown by circles. Th
dashed arrow indicates the phase trajectory studied numerically in Ref. 10.
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~empty or filled!. Introducing the void radiusd and expanding the energy gainD(d)
5z@n(x,d)#2z@nF(x)# in d, one getsD52b1td31b2d51O(d6), whereb1 and b2

are positive numbers. As a result, the optimum void radius isd;At. Consequently we
haveD(t);t5/2, which indicates a similarity of this situation to the known phase tran-
sitions of the ‘‘5/2’’ kind in the theory of metals,12 but it has the specific property that the
new segment of Fermi surface opens at very small momentum values, which can d
matically change the system response to the electron–phonon interaction, for exam
On the other hand, this segment may have a pronounced effect on the thermodyna
properties of3He at low temperatures, especially in the case ofP pairing, producing
excitations at extremely small momenta.

For a TT with unchanged parity, the width of a gap~or a sheet! is found to be;t,
hence the energy gain turns out to beD(t);t2, and such a TT can be assigned to the
‘‘2’’ kind. It follows from the above consideration that each triple point in thex02a
phase diagram is a point of confluence of two TT lines of the ‘‘5/2’’ kind into one line of
the ‘‘2’’ kind. The latter type of TT has already been discussed in the literature,9,10 and
we only mention here that its occurrence on a whole continuous surface in the moment
space is rather specific for systems with strong fermion–fermion interaction, while th
known TTs in metals under the influence of the crystalline field occur typically at sepa
rate points in the quasimomentum space. It is of interest to note that in the lim
x0→0, a→0, reached along a linea5kx0, we attain the exactly solvable model:
U(p)→(2p)3U0d(p) with U05k/(2MpF), which is known to display FC at all
U0.0 ~Ref. 3!. The analyticity mechanism of this behavior consists in the fact that th
poles ofU(p), Eq. ~18!, tend to zero, thus restoring the analytic properties necessary fo
FC. Otherwise, the FC regime corresponds to a phase order→`, when the density of
infinitely thin filled ~separated by empty! regions approaches some continuous function
0,n(x),1 ~Ref. 10! and the dispersion relation turns flat by Eq.~16!. A few remarks
are in order at this point.

First, the considered model formally treatsx0 and a as independent parameters,
though in fact a certain relation between them can be imposed. Under such a restricti
the system ground state should depend on a single parameter, say the particle densir,
along a certain trajectorya(x0) in the above-suggested phase diagram. For instance, wit
the simplest Thomas–Fermi relation for the free electron gas,a(x0)5x0

2/2, this trajectory
stays fully within the Fermi state1 over all the physically reasonable range of densities.
Hence a faster growth ofa(x0) is necessary for realization of TT in any fermionic system
with the interaction~18!.

Second, the single-particle potentialV(p) of a real system cannot be an entire
function of p aroundpF because of the step-wise form of the quasiparticle distribution
Therefore, as the coupling constant moves away from the critical valuea* within the
WSR domain, the concentric Fermi spheres will be taken up by FC. A close look at th
role of the density-wave instability, which sets in at sufficiently largea, shows that this
is true.8 In fact, these arguments do not work in the case of SSR. Thus, it is quite possib
to observe the two separate Fermi sphere regimes. There is good reason to mention
neither in the case when the FC phase transition takes place nor in the case when type
TTs are present is the standard Kohn–Sham scheme13 any longer valid. Beyond the FC or
TT phase transitions the occupation numbers of quasiparticles serve as variational par
eters. Thus, to get a reasonable description of the system one has to consider the gro
state energy as a functional of the occupation numbersE@(n(p)# rather then a functional
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of the densityE@r#.14 A more detailed study of such systems, including the fin
temperature effects, is in order.

This research was supported in part by the Portuguese program PRAXIS
through Project 2/2.1/FIS/302/94 and under Grant BPD 14226/97 and in part b
Russian Fund for Fundamental Research under Grant 98-02-16170.

1!We recall that a system with FC also presents a different topological structure~of its Green’s function! from
that common for ordinary Fermi liquid, marginal Fermi liquid, and Luttinger liquid.4
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Field-theoretic description of the multicritical behavior
of systems with two order parameters

V. V. Prudnikov,* P. V. Prudnikov, and A. A. Fedorenko
Omsk State University, 644077 Omsk, Russia

~Submitted 21 October 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 12, 900–905~25 December 1998!

A field-theoretic description of phase transformations in complex sys-
tems with two interacting order parameters is given. For three-
dimensional systems in the two-loop approximation a renormalization-
group analysis of the scaling functions is carried out directly, and the
fixed points corresponding to stability of the bicritical and tetracritical
behavior are identified. The critical exponents at the multicritical points
in the two-loop approximation are calculated with the use of the Pade´–
Borel summation technique. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00924-4#

PACS numbers: 64.60.Kw, 64.60.Ak

There exists a wide class of systems in which the observed phase transition c
be described by one order parameter transforming according to one irreducible rep
tation. Magnetic crystals whose magnetic structure is described by two or more irr
ible representations~the antiferromagnets Cr2TeO6, KCuF3, GdAlO3, MnF2, and others!
afford exceptionally many such examples. Structural phase transitions whose desc
requires several order parameters have been found in KMnF3, boracites, and other sub
stances. The phase diagrams of such subsystems have a special multicritical point
is of a bicritical or tetracritical character.1,2 In the first case, two lines of second-ord
phase transitions and one line of a first-order phase transition intersect, and in the s
case four lines of second-order phase transitions intersect. Close to a multicritical
the system demonstrates a specific critical behavior characterized by the comp
between the different types of ordering. If bicritical behavior is realized, one orde
rameter in the system displaces the other, while tetracritical behavior admits the exi
of a mixed phase with both types of ordering coexisting.

The model Hamiltonian of a system with two coupled order parametersf and c,
belonging to two different irreducible representations of dimensionn andm, has the form

H05E ddXS 1

2
@r 1f21r 2c21~¹f!21~¹c!2#

1
u10

4!
~f2!21

u20

4!
~c2!21

2u30

4!
f2c2D , ~1!
9500021-3640/98/68(12)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Values of the fixed points and eigenvalues.
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f25(
i 51

n

f i
2 , c25(

i 51

m

c i
2 , ~¹f!25(

i 51

n

~¹f i !
2, ~¹c!25(

i 51

m

~¹c i !
2.

The problem of a phase transition in such a system was analyzed in Ref. 3
independently in Ref. 4. The model under consideration was investigated using Wil
renormalization-group technique on the basis of thee expansion method in the one-loo
approximation. In Ref. 3, an attempt was made to trace the dependence of the ch
of the multicritical behavior on the numbersn andm. However, numerous investigation
of systems characterized by one order parameter performed in the last few years
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that the predictions made in the one-loop approximation, especially on the basis ofe
expansion, can differ strongly from the real critical behavior. To shed light on
question with respect to multicritical phenomena and to determine more accurate
dependence of the character of the multicritical behavior on the structure of the
parameters, we have constructed a field-theoretic description of the system~1! in the
two-loop approximation. We employed the mass theory of Ref. 5, which makes it
sible to describe three-dimensional systems directly without using ane expansion (e
542d, whered is the dimensionality of the system!. Investigations of critical phenom
ena show6 that this approach gives the best description of the critical behavior, an
application together with methods for summing asymptotically convergent series m
possible to achieve high accuracy.

As is well known, in the field-theoretic approach7 the asymptotic critical behavio
and structure of phase diagrams in the fluctuation region are determined by the C
Symanzik renormalization-group equation for the vertex parts of the irreducible Gre
functions. To calculate theb functions and the critical exponents as functions of
renormalized interaction verticesu1 , u2 , and u3 ~scaling functions! appearing in the
renormalization-group equation, we used the standard method based on the Fey
diagram technique and the renormalization procedure.6 As a result, we obtain for theb
functions in the two-loop approximation

b1~u1 ,u2 ,u3!52u11
~n18!

6
u1

21
m

6
u3

22
~41n1190!

243
u1

32
2m

27
u3

32
23m

243
u1u3

2 ,

b2~u1 ,u2 ,u3!52u21
~m18!

6
u2

21
n

6
u3

22
~41m1190!

243
u2

32
2n

27
u3

32
23n

243
u2u3

2 ,

b3~u1 ,u2 ,u3!52u31
2

3
u3

21
~n12!

6
u1u31

~m12!

6
u2u32

5n15m172

486
u3

3

2
23~n12!

486
u1

2u32
23~m12!

486
u2

2u32
~n12!

9
u1u3

22
~m12!

9
u2u3

2 ,

~2!

and for the scaling functionsh andg

h1~u1 ,u2 ,u3!5
2

243
~~n12!u1

21mu3
2!, h2~u1 ,u2 ,u3!5

2

243
~~m12!u2

21nu3
2!;

~3!

gf
2 ~u1 ,u2 ,u3!5

n12

6
u11

m

6
u32

n12

18
u1

22
m~n2m12!

36
u3

2

1
m~n12!

36
u1u32

m~m12!

36
u2u3 ,
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gc
2~u1 ,u2 ,u3!5

m12

6
u21

n

6
u32

m12

18
u2

22
n~m2n12!

36
u3

2

1
n~m12!

36
u2u32

n~n12!

36
u1u3 . ~4!

It is well known that perturbation series are asymptotically convergent, and the int
tion vertices of the fluctuations of the order parameters in the fluctuation regionr 15r 2

→0 are large enough so that expressions~2!–~4! can be used directly. For this reason,
extract the required physical information from the expressions obtained, we employe
generalized Pade´–Borel method for summing asymptotically convergent series. The
rect and inverse Borel transformations extended to the multiparameter case and p
ing the symmetry of the system have the form

f ~u1 ,u2 ,u3!5(
i , j ,k

ci jku1
i u2

j u3
k5E

0

`

e21F~u1t,u2t,u3t !dt,

F~u1 ,u2 ,u3!5(
i , j ,k

ci jk

~ i 1 j 1k!!
u1

i u2
j u3

k . ~5!

A series in the auxiliary variablel is introduced for analytical continuation of the Bor
transform of the function:

F̃~u1 ,u2 ,u3 ,l!5 (
k50

`

lk(
i 50

k

(
j 50

k2 i
ci , j ,k,k2 i 2 j

k!
u1

i u2
j u3

k2 i 2 j , ~6!

to which the@L/M # Padéapproximation is applied at the pointl51. We used the@2/1#
approximant to calculate theb functions in the two-loop approximation. The nature
the multicritical behavior is determined by the existence of a stable fixed point satis
the system of equations

bk~u1* ,u2* ,u3* !50 ~k51,2,3!. ~7!

The values obtained for the fixed points by solving the system~7! for the most interesting
values of the number of componentsn and m of the order parameters are presented
Table I. The requirement that the fixed point be stable reduces to the condition th
eigenvaluesb1, b2, andb3 ~see Table I! of the matrix

Bi j 5
]b i~u1* ,u2* ,u3* !

]uj
~8!

lie in the right-hand complex half plane.

In Ref. 3, three types of stable fixed points corresponding to different valuesn
andm were found. The regions of existence of these fixed points in the (n,m) plane in
the one-loop approximation are shown in Fig. 1a. The type 1 corresponds to an iso
fixed point, whereu1* 5u2* 5u3* and the Hamiltonian~1! is effectively the same as th
Hamiltonian of a system with one (n1m)-component order parameter with the comple
symmetrySO(n1m) higher than theSO(n)3SO(m) symmetry of the initial system
~manifestation of the fluctuation-determined asymptotic symmetry at the multicri
point!. For points of the type 2, all three values ofui* are nonzero and could be differen
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from one another. They correspond to the lowest symmetrySO(n)3SO(m) of the initial
Hamiltonian. The type-3 points correspond to decoupled order parameters, since a
pointsu3* 50. They also correspond to the higher symmetrySO(n) % SO(m). Figure 1b
shows the regions of existence of different types of fixed points, which we obtained i
two-loop approximation without using thee expansion. The boundary of the region
stability of an isotropic fixed point now passes along the straight linen1m52.9088, i.e.,
the highest asymptotic symmetry of the system isSO(2), and theregion of existence of
type-2 points has become so narrow that it contains only five points of physical int
The large change in the picture indicates that the correspondence between the on
approximation and the real multicritical behavior is weak.

The phase diagrams for the Hamiltonian~1! in the mean-field approximation~ne-
glecting fluctuations! are well known.3,8 In the caseu3

2,u1u2, a tetracritical point is
realized, and therefore a mixed phase withfÞ0 andcÞ0 can exist. In the opposite
case,u3

2>u1u2, the phase diagram possesses a bicritical point and a mixed phase
not arise. However, as shown in Ref. 3, taking account of fluctuations can greatly ch
the character of the phase diagram in the critical region. For this, the phase portrait
system must be investigated by solving the system of equations (r 5r 15r 2)

r
]uk

]r
5bk~u1* ,u2* ,u3* !, ~9!

which gives the phase trajectories in the space of the verticesuk . In the limit r→0,
depending on the initial valuesuk

(0) of the vertices, the phase trajectories either leave
region of stability of the Hamiltonian~1! with the realization of a first-order phas
transition or arrive at a stable fixed point from the set of fixed points examined a
with a definite symmetry of the system. The phase trajectories can cross regions
the condition of tetra- or bicriticality holds for the vertices. As a result, inclusions
curves of first-order phase transitions and a set of critical points appear in the c
region in the phase diagrams corresponding to the mean-field theory.3

The more accurate determination made in the present letter of the values and t
the stable fixed points does not materially change the analysis of the phase portra
phase diagrams performed in Ref. 3 for the casen5m51. However, in the cases with

FIG. 1. Regions of stability of fixed points determined: a! in Refs. 3 and 4 in the first order of thee expansion,
and b! in the present letter in the field-theoretic approach in the two-loop approximation withd53.
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n1m.2.9088 the large change found in the values of the fixed points and their sta
conditions should appreciably change the phase diagrams in the critical region and
lead to other forms of symmetry of the system at the multicritical point. As one can
from the values ofuk* presented in Table I, the stable fixed points forn1m>3 are
tetracritical, i.e.,u3

2,u1u2. For this reason, if the initial values of the vertices satisfy
bicriticality condition, then the phase trajectories will always leave the region of stab
of the Hamiltonian~1! and the phase diagrams that are bicritical outside the crit
region will contain inclusions of curves of first-order phase transitions in the cri
region ~Fig. 2a!. However, if the initial values of the vertices satisfy the tetracritica
condition, then for type-3 fixed points the phase diagrams are of a tetracritical cha
both outside and inside the critical region~Fig. 2b!. The computed values of the critica
exponents characterizing the tetracritical behavior are presented in Table II. The tw
of exponents for systems withnÞm reflect the fact that the critical behavior of the tw

FIG. 2. Possible types of phase diagrams. The solid lines correspond to curves of first-order phase tra
and the dashed lines correspond to second-order transitions.

TABLE II. Values of the critical exponents.
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different order parameters can be determined independently in different experim
However, the critical behavior of the specific heat of a system is determined by the
exponent. For type-2 fixed points, analysis of the phase portrait of the system show
phase diagrams of two kinds are possible: They are tetracritical outside the critical re
and within the critical region diagrams of the first kind have a tetracritical point~Fig. 2b!
while diagrams of the second kind contain inclusions of a curve of a first-order p
transition with two bicritical points~Fig. 2c!.

In closing, we hope that the characteristic features revealed here of the multic
behavior will find applications in the analysis of experimental works on the multicrit
behavior of systems with competing order parameters.

These investigations are supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Re
~Grant No. 97-02-16124!.

*e-mail: prudnikov@univer.omsk.su
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In memory of our authors

S. G. Popov et al., ‘‘Investigation of the reaction D(e,pp…e8p2 on a tensor-
polarized deuterium target at high proton momenta †JETP Lett. 67, No. 10, 770–
776 „25 May 1998…‡

The well-known experimental physicist Professor Stanislav Georgievich Po
~1937–1996!, Doctor of Physico-Mathematical Sciences, performed all of his scien
professional, and public work in association with the G. I. Budker Institute of Nuc
Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

After completing the course of study at the Department of Physics at Moscow
University, he immediately took part in the work on starting up the first colliding-be
facility in the world ~VÉP-1!. Next, he participated in the first experimental work
colliding beams to check the applicability of quantum electrodynamics at short dista
the observation of double bremsstrahlung, and other work.

The main phase of S. G. Popov’s work was concerned with the developmen
application of ultrathin internal gas targets in storage rings. This method, first im
mented under his direction at the Institute of Nuclear Physics, Siberian Branch o
Russian Academy of Sciences, opened up a promising new direction in experim
nuclear physics and is now used in many laboratories in the world. A series of pione
experiments on the study of light nuclei, where the scattered electron was detec
coincidence with the reaction products, was conducted on the basis of this method
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences
periments performed by S. G. Popov on the study of the electromagnetic properties
deuteron using a polarized target were especially important.

Simultaneously with his scientific work, S. G. Popov served as Scientific Secr
of the Institute and conducted active teaching work at the Novosibirsk State Unive

Stanislav Georgievich Popov left a deep impression in the memories of all
worked with him.

H. Luetgemeier et al., ‘‘Electronic phase separation in a low-temperature tet-
ragonal phase of lanthanum–strontium cuprates according to 139La NQR data
†JETP Lett. 67, No. 5, 363–368 „10 March 1998…‡

Hans Luetgemeier, a well-known scientist in the field of nuclear magnetic r
nance, died on June 12, 1997. During a large part of his career he worked at the In
of Solid-State Research at the Science Center in Ju¨lich. During his career he was able t
create a laboratory which is widely known among scientists concerned with the prob
of magnetism. He published a large number of works on various applications of nu
magnetic resonance for deciphering the structure of matter. They include one of th
reports of the observation of nuclear quadrupole resonance in high-temperature sup
ductors. These works have found a large number of followers in many coun
H. Luetgemeier was one of the pioneers of German–Russian collaboration in the fi
high-temperature superconductivity.
9570021-3640/98/68(12)/2/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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M. A. Teplov et al., ‘‘Stripe motion in CuO 2 planes of Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O7 as
observed from the Cu„2… quadrupole resonance’’ †JETP Lett. 65, No. 10, 821–827
„25 May 1997…‡

Mikhail Aleksandrovich Teplov, member of the Scientific Council on Magnetism
the Russian Academy of Sciences, head of the Department of Quantum Electroni
Radio Spectroscopy, Scientific Director of the Scientific-Research Laboratory of M
netic Radio Spectroscopy and Quantum Electronics, and Professor at Kazan Stat
versity, died suddenly on June 13, 1998 at the age of 60. M. A. Teplov’s scientific
was devoted mainly to radiospectroscopic investigations of a special class of rare
compounds — van Vleck paramagnets — at low and ultralow temperatures. Durin
last eleven years of his life M. A. Teplov worked on problems of high-tempera
superconductors. The group that he directed performed the first investigations o
hanced NMR on Pr and Tm nuclei in Y–Ba–Cu–O compounds, supplementing
later with original measurements of nuclear relaxation and the width and shape o
NMR/NQR line of copper. M. A. Teplov was selflessly devoted to science and
concerned daily with the education of young scientists. He demanded much of him
and he was principled and honest. A man of great culture, he possessed wide eru
and he was an excellent classical musician and an expert and connoisseur of cl
music.

N. I. Koroteev et al., ‘‘Spectral dependence of the excitation of the ‘‘forbidden’’
second optical harmonic in an aqueous suspension of purple membranes by femto
second laser pulses under electronic resonance conditions’’†JETP Lett. 67, No. 4,
269–274 „25 February 1998…‡;

N. I. Koroteev et al., ‘‘Direct STM observation of electronic structure modifi-
cation of naphthacenequinone molecules due to photoisomerization’’†JETP Lett.
68, No. 6, 521–526 „25 September 1968…‡;

N. I. Koroteev, ‘‘Observation of two-step process of excitation of photolumines-
cence in silicon nanostructures’’†JETP Lett. 68, No. 10, 770–774 „1998…‡

The eminent Russian scientist, Professor Nikola� Ivanovich Koroteev, head of the
Department of General Physics and Wave Processes in the Department of Physics
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, and Director of the International Teac
and Science Center for Lasers, died prematurely on December 4, 1998. Under
Koroteev’s leadership, the department which he headed and the International Lase
ter at Moscow State University continued the scientific traditions of the nonlinear o
school at Moscow University, taking leading positions in a variety of directions in l
physics and nonlinear optics. N. I. Koroteev was a brilliant scientist and organiz
sciences, a talented teacher, and educator. Among his scientific achievements
development of a large and fruitful field of laser spectroscopy — the spectrosco
coherent anti-Stokes scattering — and the development of nonlinear optical metho
laser diagnostics of ultrafast processes in nonequilibrium systems.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff
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